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Tsunami and Earthquake Warning From the Lord for Indonesia and Japan

Posted on February 26, 2019

The Lord has been dealing with me about the tsunamis coming since 2007 when a fellow believer named Mike I met here in Seattle who
revealed the coming West Coast and Seattle tsunamis. I will share what God showed me about Seattle’s coming Judgments of water
and fire upon Seattle - the nukes and war coming from Russia and China I was given a dream in 2016 of missiles raining down on Seattle

in 2008. God began to deal with me about Indonesia because I was seeking God about the fate of Seattle and if the tsunamis are from
himI sat in prayer about Seattle’s tsunami and the Lord in that year told me “I’ll bring a tsunami at night to an island in the South

Pacific.” He told me later it will be Indonesia. The Lord told me tsunamis don’t usually come at night. Well, two years later in 2010 at
night in Indonesia a tsunami hit without warning an island during a pagan festival dedicated to some false God. In 2012 the Lord spoke

to me why he will bring more tsunamis, earthquakes and volcanos in multiple eruptions, because in the 1970’s through the early 90’s

there was a civil war by Muslim factions that killed 1000’s of Christians. “They reject Me and worship Gods of their fathers.” There has
been no atonement for the shed blood of his own. They choose to honor false Gods, leaving Him out

So, The Lord told earthquake and tsunami rattled Indonesia again. The Lord told me here volcanos will blow in multiples. Earthquakes

will shake her and the tsunamis will continue to come till He takes her off the map. I’ve been warned that God’s judgment will put
Indonesia under water by earthquakes and a massive tsunami since 2008. She has been hit by multiple tsunamis. 2018-2019 have seen

two tsunamis. God’s patience is thin. Please pray for Indonesia

The next warning is about Japan in 2011. The Lord gave me a dream of the Japanese tsunami in January 2011. In the dream I was on a
black limo bus with huge windows. There was no driver but the Holy Spirit was driving. The wheel of the bus was moving. On the bus
was me and a guy who was taking this tour with me. In the back was a bunch of Asian people, their faces somewhat blurry. As we drove

I was sitting on the left of the bus in the front looking out the window. It was winter outside. There were farmlands a lot. We were in

the country looking at all this land when suddenly I saw a huge black wave come across the landscape. As we drove the land changed

to creeks, rivers, and streams. This black tsunami wave was covering everything.

I knew later the Asian people in the back of the bus were Japanese people and what I was seeing was the huge black tsunami wave that

over took farmland. It polluted rivers, creeks, and streams. I got from The Lord in the dream that the March 2011 tsunami wouldn’t be

the first tsunami. This would occur again. I sensed that this very strong Japan god shown me hasn’t repented from all the Christian
missionaries murdered by the empire. And all the villages within 400 miles that were near the Christian missionaries were slaughtered.
God hasn’t forgotten the shedding of innocent blood. They have made themselves Gods and have rejected Yahushua the Christ. God

will put Japan under water. He has shown me that suicide is rampant in Japan. It’s the spirit of Kamikaze which requires a sacrifice, as
these people have an agreement with the spirit of death. The grave is what Kamikaze is - people throwing themselves out windows off

buildings or diving to their dead like a Kamikaze fighter. Please pray for Japan.

Comments

1. Catherine

Exactly, the big tsunami in 2004 was the judgement of God for the Slaughter of ca. 10’000 Christians in Indonesia in Aceh Bandu and

there came the tsunami and you know, which day it was? The 26th. of December, the day of Stephen, the day of the martyrs. I was in
Indonesia and I pray for Indonesia but of course more tsunamis and earthquakes will come to shake them. 2019/02/26

2. Alonda Stallings

Very interesting, but they still don’t repent. 2019/03/10
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The Waters Will Rise – Will You Be Ready And Will You Be Found?

Posted on February 27, 2019

The waters will rise, both in the spirit realm as well as in the natural with real life troubles from God’s judgment. WILL YOU BE
READY? BECAUSE ANOTHER TSUNAMI AND THE FLOOD WATERS WILL RISE AND WASH AWAY SINNERS ALONG
WITH CHRISTIANS, NO MATTER HOW SAVED, HOW GOOD YOU MAY BE. FOR SOME OF GOD’S OWN, THEIR WORK

IS DONE AND THE DESTRUCTION THAT WILL COME WILL WIPE THEM AWAY AS THEY ARE DOING GOD’S WORK
AND HIS WILL IN SAVING LIVES IN THE LAST MOMENTS OF THEIR LIVES ON EARTH, JUST LIKE AT THE WORLD

TRADE CENTER.

OTHER BELIEVERS WILL PERISH DUE TO LACK OF KNOWLEDGE OR REJECTION OF GOD’S PROPHETS.

Here is the scripture God gave me: Psalms 32:6 “THEREFORE LET EVERYONE GODLY PRAY WHILE YOU MAY BE FOUND;
SURELY WHEN THE MIGHTY WATERS RISE THAT THEY WILL NOT REACH YOU.”

On Rosh Hoshanna 2018, I started having visions of another massive tsunami coming. It will be a bad one like the one in 2005 the

visions of tidal waves water coming in I believe in my heart America somehow will be involved. I have seen the many dreams God has
given His children concerning the East Coast. I believe a series of tsunami floods will come before the big one by asteroid. In 2015 The
Lord gave me a dream. In it I saw a bible opened to John 3:16: “For God So Loved The World He Gave then, instead of Yahushua, it

said “Floods.”

For God So Loved The World He Gave Floods. It was repeated to me three times. People don’t want to be washed and cleansed by the
blood, so God will wash the sin in the earth away by waters of every kind. The earth, she mourns for God. All the sins of man weigh

her down. The earth wails at the bloodshed, the death of God’s creation, her animals, and her plants. The earth, she puts out growing
pains. As her bowels enlarges hell, the lava flows are the pain from God’s own heart. God doesn’t hide His wrath from His creation

The earth, she reels to and fro like a drunkard. She turns on man. The animals turn on man. The elements turn on man - water is that

element. Fire will burn out the idol worship, dry out the nations like the deserts of hell. It grieves the Lord to speak to do such harshness,
but harshness is the way man has chosen to remove, reject and change God’s laws and commandments. The Lord says “My people are

skilled at doing evil. They know Me not, even those that call Me by name.”

“Am I just some idol, some thing you throw on a back dusty shelf and forget about Me and My son Yahushua? WHO DO YOU THINK
YOU ARE? This earth and everything in it is my creation, my footstool. Without me it is nothing. Without My protection it is nothing
but a shell. My church is stale, dry, without word, without boldness, without light, for the night keeps getting darker.

They are like the world - lost, pathetic, and blind. The pastors and the church leaders are drunk off the new age wine that is bitter, sour

like vinegar, but they are blind to the taste.

“They cover My people’s wounds with a patch as if it is not serious. My church is perishing, dying right along with the world. My son

Yahushua gave them power to overcome. I will wash away this abomination from My sight. My house called by My name will be fed
by my servants who I’ve kept in the wilderness, like Moses, hidden for a time such as this, I’ve ready them for they will not stray nor

turn. They are my Moses’s, My Joshua’s, My Aaron’s.

“For my house called by My name, Israel, is a rebellious stubborn people just like the children of Israel when they came out of Egypt.
And only My Moses’s and Aaron’s My Joshua’s can deal with them, for they call on Me and I am their true God. They know My voice

and will not be stiff-necked like the pastors and church leaders now who do not call unto me nor do my will but they do the will of their

own evil hearts. So now I have rejected them, for My people are not ready for My Son’s coming. I will wash them away.”

Here is the scripture in Exodus 15. Moses is called (The Bride Groom), meaning we are to be separated a holy people unto God,

circumcised in the spirit from the world

Here is the song of Moses. This is what God gave me to give to the people: Deuteronomy 32: 17 thru 31,

17 They sacrificed unto devils, not to God; to gods whom they knew not, to new gods that came newly up, whom your fathers feared

not.

18 Of the Rock that begat thee thou art unmindful, and hast forgotten God that formed thee.

19 And when the Lord saw it, he abhorred them, because of the provoking of his sons, and of his daughters.

20 And he said, I will hide my face from them, I will see what their end shall be: for they are a very froward generation, children in
whom is no faith.
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21 They have moved me to jealousy with that which is not God; they have provoked me to anger with their vanities: and I will move
them to jealousy with those which are not a people; I will provoke them to anger with a foolish nation.

22 For a fire is kindled in mine anger, and shall burn unto the lowest hell, and shall consume the earth with her increase, and set on

fire the foundations of the mountains.

23 I will heap mischief s upon them; I will spend mine arrows upon them.

24 They shall be burnt with hunger, and devoured with burning heat, and with bitter destruction: I will also send the teeth of beasts
upon them, with the poison of serpents of the dust.

25 The sword without, and terror within, shall destroy both the young man and the virgin, the suckling also with the man of gray hairs.

26 I said, I would scatter them into corners, I would make the remembrance of them to cease from among men:

27 Were it not that I feared the wrath of the enemy, lest their adversaries should behave themselves strangely, and lest they should say,
Our hand is high, and the Lord hath not done all this.

28 For they are a nation void of counsel, neither is there any understanding in them.

29 O that they were wise, that they understood this, that they would consider their latter end!

30 How should one chase a thousand, and two put ten thousand to flight, except their Rock had sold them, and the Lord had shut them

up?

31 For their rock is not as our Rock, even our enemies themselves being judges.

32 For their vine is of the vine of Sodom, and of the fields of Gomorrah: their grapes are grapes of gall, their clusters are bitter:

33 Their wine is the poison of dragons, and the cruel venom of asps.

34 Is not this laid up in store with me, and sealed up among my treasures?

35 To me belongeth vengeance, and recompense; their foot shall slide in due time: for the day of their calamity is at hand, and the things

that shall come upon them make haste.

36 For the Lord shall judge his people,

Comments

1. Caroline Diadem

That is spot on. I’ve been getting exactly the same messages. I’m amazed, even the scripture you shared, check out one of my short

messages https://youtu.be/CBpLuSMf9v0 Thank you 2019/03/01

2. Caroline Diadem

Great message, spot on! 2019/03/01

3. Alonda Stallings

Hey, I watched your YouTube video last year. I’m so glad God sent you to me. The Lord told me in Isaiah he will use a foreign tongue

to speak to prophecy to this people. Praise Yah! I just watched another video of yours Friday night before I saw your post today, so
God wants me to connect with you. Your message is right on, sister! 2019/03/10
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Dream: Three Kinds Of Christians In The House Of God
that Are Not Of The Lord: A Warning From God

Posted on March 3, 2019

The Dream: The Lord took me to a small lake connected to a stream. There was a dock with three church women standing huddled

together in a bunch. They were looking at the lake like zombies: no smiles, just cardboard serious. No joy. Stuck up, they represent the

Jezebel spirit in the church, both men and women. I was standing behind them. I felt they knew I was there and that they just didn’t

want me there at all. They just ignored me, rejected me, and wanted me gone. I noticed that each woman was wearing a sweater of
different colors. Each one had on black pants

The sweaters mean comfort. The colors of each sweater: one was wearing a yellow/white striped sweater; another wore a red/white

striped sweater; the third one wore purple/white sweater. As we stood on the dock the water began to sway move back and forth till the

dock began to weave and waves were forming. Debris began to float in the lake water. The three women just stood there frozen, huddled
together in a bunch, faces like zombies; scared, not moving, not one word, looking like stone, just evil. Keep in mind these are Christians

All of a sudden a huge wave came up and grabbed me pulling me in. As it did the women seemed happy - relieved as if to say “Good,

she’s getting hers. Let her suffer. Let her drown.” They all kept huddled together in a bunch with the same expressions. I could read
their thoughts. On the dock was a life saver donut. Those three women dare not help. They dare not throw it. No one bothered to save

me or help. I was now in the middle of this lake looking at them on the dock as it moved violently. They just stood there looking at me

- no love, no compassion, just evil

As I floated in the lake there were huge waves. Cars floated by - tires, trees, and alligators that tripped me out. I began to go under water.
I could breathe. I could see all the junk as the alligators swam around me. I dropped down 30 feet. I saw at the bottom Pastors, a huge

Choir with the Choir Director. The Pastors preached, the Choir sang as the Choir Director led, not even caring they were drowning. All
of them were wearing robes, including the Pastors. The colors were black and gray.

Black means death. The gray means sickness or illness. It was like they were all blinded to the condition they were in. No one noticed

as I swam past them. As I did an Angel of The Lord began to part the waters for me. I saw the ground of the bottom of the lake. On each
side of me was a wall of water some 30 plus feet high. I walked out of the water to the dry lake bed. As I did the Pastors, Choir and

Choir Director kept singing, unaware of the way of escape The Lord just made. I walked back up to the dock. The water closed in behind
me, leaving Pastors and Choir with the Director under water.

The three church women were still on the dock looking like zombies: no joy, blank faced, huddled in a bunch together. I felt a spirit of

surprise that I made it. They thought “How did she do that?” The lake, still reeling back and forth, then a huge wave came and pulled
the three women in. They did blink, still huddled together in a bunch, still zombie faced. They looked at me. I threw the life saver in to
help them. They didn’t care, and didn’t grab for it. I felt they were scared, frozen with fear. The current swept them down the lake into

the stream with all the debris. They did nothing.

The meaning of the dream: The three church women’s spirit represents the Jezebel spirit and spirit of pride and of haughtiness. They
care not for the suffering of others, but stick to their own kind, which is what most demons do. These women represent the mothers of

the church and the mocking self-righteous spirit they carry. They rather feel the need to show God’s love, His light, in the church during
other’s time of need and struggle. They are of no help to others, let alone themselves.

The sweaters each woman was wearing represent comfort in attitudes and belief systems not of God’s Word. The yellow/white sweater

is a false faith rooted in sun worship, pagan worship of false gods, kundalini, Middle Eastern practices in the church or Chrislam. No
light or spirit of God is in that person, nor is bible scripture. They think everyone serves the same God; that if I do good works, surely
that makes me a Christian. Some are the chaff which Satan himself plants.

The next sweater, the purple/white, represents Christians who know the Holy Spirit and the Word, but still cast judgments. They will

not help a soul, will reject anyone not like them, are very critical of other’s faith. The Holy Spirit somewhat uses them when He can.
This person knows the truth, but cares not to help nor save a brother or sister in need. They say rely on God he is your help. Yet it is

within their power to help. The Word isn’t producing seed in their shut up, shutdown Christian life, IGNORING GOD’S WORD whole,
word taking what they choose.

The third sweater, the red/white represents the not saved at all Christian. They live like the world, act like the world. They love sin and

Satan is their master, not Christ. Sure, they go to a bible study. They may sit in church every Sunday, but they have not cast off the
world nor repented of sin, and are void of any kind of Holy Spirit. They can help no one. Church is a feel good place of experience, not

an encounter with the Holy Spirit. These are the tares Satan sows in the church. Some of them are agents of Satan.
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All three women wore black pants, which is a sign of spiritual death - comfortable in their sin and their beliefs, not seeing the death that
will drown them, washing them away with all the debris, which is how God sees the church - a mess no one wants to clean up or help

save. Nor are they willing to help a brother or sister in a time of troubles. Some of you take pleasure in the suffering of other Christians.
You act as if they don’t belong with you or around you. So blind are you to the suffering or the needs of others that you yourself drown,

sinking in your sins, ignoring the signs, the help God brings.

But a wild ox is easier to steer than my people called by my name. The Pastors are drowning with the people they are sent to lead, yet

they keep preaching a message, a word not fit for a King our King Yahushua. It is unpalatable to him, and like vomit before God, the

Choir and Directors alike are weighed down by sin music that honors Satan not Me. Sexual sin is rampant in my Choirs and some of
you Directors are homosexuals and you let sodomy dwell with my Choirs. Sin left unchecked leads to more sin like bad yeast.

Your sound is muffled - I can’t hear you because of your sins, because of your abominations.

I am Holy a God who is Holy and I can’t allow you to keep going on tainting the rest of my flock. The Pastors are muffled before Me,

drowning, weighed down by sin. Being washed away by sin, a goat smells better than you - tables full of vomit - cups clean outside,

but full of filth inside; bones of a dry dead man not full of my life. I will make a way for My lost sheep. I will gather them. Those you
have rejected, those you see drowning, I will place them back on a dry steadying foundation, a rock that can’t be broken away through

the Red Seas of life.

I, Yahushua, am coming quickly. Troubles and judgment have begun in the House of God and if we barely obey and do the gospel where
does that leave us, the believer, during Judgment Day with sinners? I WILL WIPE AWAY SIN FROM MY HOUSE, MY PEOPLE.

ENOUGH, ENOUGH OF YOUR FOOLISHNESS AND YOUR STUBBORN WAYS!

Comments

1. Delores Johnson

Wow, this blew me away. I had to read this twice, I and my family attended a church for many years. We were not invited to parties.

The other kids would not play with mine. There was a time when my husband wasn’t going to church with us. For many years I prayed
and cried out to YHWH to change his heart and bring him to church with us. He finally came. Not two men out of this large church

welcomed him. The pastor of the church ignored him, and when I asked the pastor to pray with him he looked at me in disgust and
walked away. We are an interracial couple; he’s black and I’m Hispanic. At that moment my heart was torn into pieces, I was broken. I

and our children attended that church for many years, yearning for a family we would never have. I was filled with the HOLY SPIRIT

quickly. One day I prayed and asked YHWH to teach me his WORD and to show me how to worship him his way and not man’s way.
He opened up my eyes to truth. I saw that the church was teaching the traditions of man; they were teaching lies of the enemy. As I read

his Word I saw that we must keep his laws and commandments. We must honor the SABBATH and keep it Holy. We must love one

another and help each other. We must eat clean food, and to LOVE YHWH WITH ALL OUR MIND, HEART, WITH EVERYTHING

THAT IS WITHIN US…we came up out of the church of man, and have not found a church that doesn’t celebrate Christmas, the organ
holidays or teach that YESHUAH abolished the law but fulfilled the law and the prophets. Thank you 2019/03/11

2. Delores Johnson

Wow, this blew me away. I had to read this twice, I and my family attended a church for many years, we were not invited to parties the

other kids would not play with mine. There was a time when my husband wasn’t going to church with us for many years I prayed and
cried out to YHWH to change his heart and bring him to church with us. He finally came not 2 men out of this large church welcomed

him. The pastor of the church ignored him, and when I asked the pastor to pray with him he looked at me in disgust and walked away,

we are an interracial couple, he’s black and I’m Hispanic. At that moment my heart was torn into pieces, I was broken. I and our children
attended that church for many years. Yearning for a family we would never have. I was filled with the HOLY SPIRIT quickly. One day

I prayed and asked YHWH to teach me his WORD and to show me how to worship him his way and not mans way. He opened up my

eyes to truth. I saw that the church was teaching the traditions of man, they were teaching lies of the enemy. As I read his Word I saw
that we must keep his laws and commandments we must honor the SABBATH and keep it Holy, we must love one another and help

each other. We must eat clean food, and to LOVE YHWH WITH ALL OUR MID, HEART WITH EVERYTHING THAT IS WITHIN
US…we came up out of the church of man, and have not found a church that don’t celebrate Christmas, the organ holidays or teach that

YESHUAH abolished the law but fulfilled the law and the prophets. Thank you

2019/03/11

3. ALONDA STALLINGS

SISTER, PRAISE THE LORD! HE TOOK ME OUT THE CHURCH AS WELL. I WENT TO A BIG CHURCH AND I WAS
TREATED THE SAME. GOD CALLED ME ON A DIFFERENT PATH. I’VE BEEN TREATED SO BADLY. THAT IS WHY GOD
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GAVE ME THE DREAMS. I’M GLAD I CAN HELP, AND ALL GOD HAS TAUGHT YOU HE HAS TAUGHT ME. YOUR
TEACHINGS AND PATH ARE CORRECT. I JUST LOVE THE HOLY SPIRIT. 2019/03/11

4. ALONDA STALLINGS

I send you encouragement, sister. Keep going, wise virgin - your lamp is full - KEEP GOING! 2019/03/11
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Dream: The Locusts From The Bottomless Pit

Posted on March 10, 2019

In 2006 I was given a dream about The Book of Revelation, Chapter 9. This is the first time I’ve shared this dream with anyone. God
also gave me another dream about Wormwood I got back in 1995. I shared here on 444prophecynews in February 2019. I will be
sharing a lot of dreams, visions, warnings I’ve received from God I have never shared with anyone till now. I’m not sure why God chose

to share these two events with me. I only know it’s my duty to share and obey the command of The Lord.

The dream: It was the month of May in the near future. I was in the State of Iowa. I knew the month because the Holy Spirit told me.
You could tell it was sunny, but the sky was in a spirit of darkness. Though it was daylight, the sky was dark with smoke and smog from

war. There was orange, yellowish type smoke. The air was dirty hazy; you couldn’t see the sun or sky that much. The light that came
through wasn’t pure. I could hear planes of war. I knew we were in end-times. In my spirit I could hear the woes of the world: riots,
world war 3, and civil unrest in America .She was in a deep struggle. I could hear it all in my spirit. It was thick in the air as I walked

towards the Iowa Women’s Correctional Facility in Mitchellville, Iowa. I was visiting some of the girls.

I thought that it was weird that God would bring me back to the women’s prison, as earlier in my youth I’d had troubles and landed
there. This was way before Seattle. I was uneasy thinking I’d done wrong after staying out of trouble 18 years. I noticed in the dream I

was wearing regular clothes, not prison wear. so I thought this is good. As I got through the gates I was walking towards Unit 1 and 2,
which housed the girls, heading to the back by Unit 9

I sat between these Units in a grassy area. The girls were outside hanging out, chatting, and resting as if that were possible with the air

thick with black smoke and smog. It was hazy, cloudy, yet no one seemed to care. I came and sat with a group of girls on the grass. I
noticed the grass was beautiful, full of little flowers. The colors were red, blue, purple, yellow, and orange. There were lots of them. I

started to chat with girls, smiling and chatting.

Without warning, I noticed in the far distance, looking past Unit 1 and 2 towards Unit 3, I saw the sky fill with millions of flying things
in the distance. The sky looked like black pepper. Then I heard girls scream with terror by Unit 3. There were these locust type things

on them. I freaked out and started to run. Before I could get four steps they were upon us. I still was trying to jet speed out of there when

The Lord said: “Alonda, Stop. Why Do You Run? You Are Mine. Don’t Be Afraid. Just Look And See.” I stopped and a peace flooded
me.

While God spoke, the horror unfolded before me. All I saw was these things attacking the women. They screamed and fought them, but

it wasn’t helping. The locusts from the pit over took the women, tormenting them, biting them, scratching them, stinging them again
and again, pulling their hair, mocking them, and taunting them without mercy. It was total chaos.

Yelling, screaming, cries of pain, then the locusts stopped in front of me. They looked evil. They wanted to attack me. They swarmed

around me, looking at me. This is what they looked like:

About six inches, looking like horses, but with locust bodies, breast plates, huge scorpion tails, faces like men , with women’s hair. They
wore crowns and had teeth like lions. They had legs and hands. They looked evil as hell with wings. You could hear the wings. They

sounded like millions of flies. You couldn’t kill them or get them off of you. They laughed and drooled as they tortured you with joy.
You could just see that the only ones they weren’t attacking there were hundreds of women outside that day.

You won’t hide from them. They will come through a window, a door, or a car. They will eat through a door, or come thru metal. These

things are supernatural and demonic and super strong. There will be five months of non-stop hell. When they bite and sting you the pain

lasts months, depending on how many sting you. You wish you were dead. The poison from the stinger is like venom. That’s my
understanding from God, but there is no death - it flees man. The locusts ate not one green thing, just man. The pain is unimaginable

indescribable. The girls just laid out. More would come. If you were stung, oh well, you got more. Their teeth cause infections and

rashes. You will want to be dead.

Here is the Scripture in Revelation Chapter 9 : 1-11

And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from heaven unto the earth: and to him was given the key of the bottomless pit.

2 And he opened the bottomless pit; and there arose a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of a great furnace; and the sun and the air

were darkened by reason of the smoke of the pit.

3 And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the earth: and unto them was given power, as the scorpions of the earth have power.

4 And it was commanded them that they should not hurt the grass of the earth, neither any green thing, neither any tree; but only those
men which have not the seal of God in their foreheads.
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5 And to them it was given that they should not kill them, but that they should be tormented five months: and their torment was as the
torment of a scorpion, when he striketh a man.

6 And in those days shall men seek death, and shall not find it; and shall desire to die, and death shall flee from them.

7 And the shapes of the locusts were like unto horses prepared unto battle; and on their heads were as it were crowns like gold, and
their faces were as the faces of men.

8 And they had hair as the hair of women, and their teeth were as the teeth of lions.

9 And they had breastplates, as it were breastplates of iron; and the sound of their wings was as the sound of chariots of many horses

running to battle.

10 And they had tails like unto scorpions, and there were stings in their tails: and their power was to hurt men five months.

11 And they had a king over them, which is the angel of the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the
Greek tongue hath his name Apollyon.

Comments

1. DANIEL

Thank you for you sharing this vision/dream. That’s awesome that God put this on your heart to share. I’m not a writer nor do I receive
visions or dreams but if you can use punctuation and proper grammar next time. It really makes it difficult to understand what you are

saying. 2019/03/10

2. Chel

Oh my gosh,..facts. It takes effort to read all this without punctuation and grammar tbh, lol, but at least the message can be understood.

2019/03/10

3. Alonda Stallings

I’m kind of lazy about the proper grammar. Sorry, like I’ll try. 2019/03/10

4. Geert

I am not that bright, but if I understand it then that’s ok. 2019/03/10

5. Ann

It’s truly about the content, not the grammar. Thanks for sharing, Alonda! 2019/03/10

6. Jesse Terrell

Yes, you may not win the Pulitzer Prize for grammar—if there was one, but your dream is so POWERFUL, and dramatic, and real! If
what you saw is what is really coming—that would be worse than any horror movie I personally ever saw. Hopefully, as believers in

Jesus Christ, we will not experience this. Thank you! 2019/03/10
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I Want A Third And I Shall Receive A Third Till My Anger Is Quenched, America, By
Sword, Plagues, Famine, The Beast, The Weather, Pestilence, Paid In Full Says The Lord

Posted on March 16, 2019

The Message: America has been a golden cup in Yah’s hand. When she was small and just a pebble in Yah’ hand, he prospered YOU,

made YOU a great nation. Now we are a reproach, a thorn in God’s sight, an irritation to his eye, a filthy stench, a harlot, a whore.

Among the nations her abominations are many and too great to ignore. The rotten smell is like a carcass lying in the hot sun, only fit for

the vultures to consume. They represent the demons that inhabit the land which I gave your fore fathers. Your sins increase. The message
goes out on a messenger’s wing from my prophets’ mouths like an eagle sent as a sign of Yah’s judgements

The tears that fall from my servants’ faces are the tears of regret, for America is strong. It grieves me that they must speak such harsh

truths, but as a father I must punish, must repay as any good upright father would to yield repentance, to reap righteousness in a very

lost generation. The lamentations from my servants’ hearts I can feel from my throne, like Jeremiah the Prophet as he mourns the lost
greatness and fall of Judah and Jerusalem in the book of Lamentations.

It is not an easy thing to lose what you have known as good and plentiful, like America in her prosperity. Famine shall grip you. Great

and small will scratch the earth for food and water. Parents will plot to eat their children. Children shall do likewise. A stale piece of
bread, a stale glass of wine shall be a luxury because people will sell all they have, even the rich man along with a thief, to eat and drink.

The very bread and wine that once was considered table waste will be a meal fit for a king here in America.

No one will have pity on you, America, but you will be mocked, robbed, burned to the ground, and your women and men left for the
birds of the air. My house, called by My name, shall also see the famine, the sword, and the pestilence, because through all this madness
My people will resort to the ways of the world during this time of My wrath, because no word of light do they shed, only the flattering

tongue to the wicked in their evil, and to strengthen the cause of the sinner with words of peace.

No matter where you are the judgments will follow those who are not My true servants. If you flee America, I will find you in whatever
nation and the sword and pestilence will follow you, just like the children of Israel during Jeremiah’s time: Sickness, Illnesses, Old

Diseases, and New Ones with no cure will rise up. Your children will fall. You will grieve as whole households drop dead from simple
to cure or treat ailments. The sword will fall from within: violence, murders, rape, terror attacks, civil war strife, and war from the

nations which I the father have stirred up against you, America.

The weather shall eat you up. The earth’s elements shall consume you all in your wickedness. The sun shall burn your eyes out, burn

your watering holes and dry your land, parched hot, yielding death from heat. Droughts are forming now in the land. The mountains

shall dry. There too will be mourning, no joy. The beast shall come from those mountains the outer places. And I shall raise them up to
come into your towns and cities, and they will attack you and your children. Your family pets will become a horror, for they will turn
on you. Bugs, mold, spiders, rats, snakes, and bedbugs shall invade your homes as well as supernatural demonic attacks.

I, The Lord, will make you a terrible sight before all the nations to see. I have seen the innocent blood shed. They cry at my altar in

heaven. The millions of babies you have slaughtered in the name of Baal they cry asking “Lord, Lord, when shall we be avenged for the
crime that took our lives, our testimony before the living God?” The crime of abortion, it shakes heaven, God’s wrath, and His anger.

MURDERERS! MURDERERS! MURDEROUS HEATHENS!

SO THUS SAITH THE LORD, THE TRUE LIVING GOD OVER HEAVEN AND EARTH: A THIRD BY SWORD, A THIRD BY
PESTILENCE, A THIRD BY FAMINE, A THIRD BY BEAST, A THIRD BY PLAGUES. I, THE LORD, WILL DECIDE WHO

WILL FALL BY WHAT, ACCORDING TO THEIR SINS. NO, I WILL NOT PITY YOU. I WILL NOT HEAR YOUR CRIES. I
WANT A THIRD OF ALL, AND A THIRD I SHALL RECEIVE TILL MY ANGER IS QUENCHED AND THE ABOMINATIONS
ARE OUT OF MY FACE, AMERICA. THROUGH THE LIGHTNING, THROUGH THE WINDSTORMS, THRU THE

HAILSTORMS, THROUGH THE DUST STORMS, THROUGH THE FIRES AND THE WATERS, I AM IN THEM AND I SHALL

DO MY BIDDING THROUGH THE ELEMENTS. YOU WILL KNOW THAT I AM ADDONI – THE MASTER, ELOHIM -THE

GREAT I AM, EL ELYON – THE CREATOR OVER HEAVEN AND EARTH

The Scripture is Ezekiel chapter 5: vs 5 thru 17

5.Thus saith the Lord GOD; This is Jerusalem: I have set it in the midst of the nations and countries that are round about her.

6 And she hath changed my laws and decrees into wickedness more than the other nations, and rebelled more than the countries that
are round about her: for they have refused my laws and my decrees , they have not walked in them.

7 Therefore thus saith the Lord GOD; Because ye multiplied you have become unruly more than the nations that are round about you,
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and have not walked in my laws, neither have kept my decrees, neither have done according to the standards of the nations that are
round about you;

8 Therefore thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I, even I, am against thee, and will execute judgments in the midst of thee in the sight of

the nations.

9 And I will do in thee that which I have not done, and whereunto I will not do any more the like, because of all thine abominations.

10 Therefore the fathers shall eat the sons in the midst of thee, and the sons shall eat their fathers; and I will execute judgments in
thee, and the whole remnant of thee will I scatter into all the winds.

11 Wherefore, as I live, saith the Lord GOD; Surely, because thou hast defiled my sanctuary with all thy detestable things, and with
all thine abominations, therefore will I also diminish thee; neither shall mine eye spare, neither will I have any pity.

12 A third part of thee shall die with the pestilence, and with famine shall they be consumed in the midst of thee: and a third part shall

fall by the sword round about thee; and I will scatter a third part into all the winds, and I will draw out a sword after them.

13 Thus shall mine anger be accomplished, and I will cause my fury to rest upon them, and I will be comforted: and they shall know
that I the LORD have spoken it in my zeal, when I have accomplished my fury in them.

14 Moreover I will make thee waste, and a reproach among the nations that are round about thee, in the sight of all that pass by.

15 So it shall be a reproach and a taunt, an instruction and an astonishment unto the nations that are round about thee, when I shall

execute judgments in thee in anger and in fury and in furious rebukes. I the LORD have spoken it.

16 When I shall send upon them the evil arrows of famine, which shall be for their destruction, and which I will send to destroy you:
and I will increase the famine upon you, and will break your staff of bread:

17 So will I send upon you famine and evil beasts, and they shall bereave thee; and pestilence and blood shall pass through thee; and
I will bring the sword upon thee. I the LORD have spoken it.

Comments

1. Reginald

What’s with these countless ungrammatical apostrophes? 2019/03/16

2. Alonda Stallings

Did you come to speak and spell or hear from the Lord? 2019/04/08

3. CindyR

Thank you! 2020/01/27

4. Katie Levensailor https://youtu.be/eD_xQNhBlfM

Everyone reading these words… ask the Father for the Holy Spirit in Jesus name. He will speak to you directly! The testimony of Jesus
is the spirit of prophecy. He loves His children. And He wants us to ask. If you ask a father for bread will He give you a stone? Of course

not! Sit in His presence and don’t leave until you hear from Him. He ALWAYS answers those who call on His name and trust in Him.

Ask for revelation and read His Word. He is the Truth and He will confirm His promises to you. He is faithful. He is true. He never
leaves us or forsakes us. We serve a God who fights for us. If you are on the Lord’s side, do not fear but be excited for the latter rain,

His power, to be poured out on His anointed. It’s time to reach the lost for Master Jesus! This is no time to shrink back in fear.

For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.

Fear not, for I am with you. Do not be dismayed! For I will strengthen you. I will help you. I will uphold you with My victorious right
hand.

Call to Me, and I will answer you. I will show you great and mighty things you do not know.

The Lord WILL answer you. Wherever you are. He rises to be gracious to you.

Come to Me, all who labor and are carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you rest.
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His yoke is easy. His burden is light.

For you who fear My name, the sun of righteousness will arise with healing in his wings.

Look up saints! Look to your God who saves you! He is our deliverer. Anyone who trusts in Him will not be put to shame!

Praise you name Jesus! Praise you. We live for you. We love You! We thank you that we can rest in your promises. You are near to the

brokenhearted. You make our way straight. You restore our souls. You put your Spirit in our hearts and He in us causes us to cry “ABBA
Father”. Your faithfulness reaches to the heavens. You shepherd your people, the flock of your pasture.

Fear not little flock, it is your Father’s good pleasure to give you the kingdom – Yeshua

I felt the Holy Spirit lead me to write this. So anyone reading this needs to know that all you need to do is call on the name of the Lord.

He will save you. He will strengthen you. And you have everything in Christ. Every access needed to be fill of His joy and power… for
His kingdom! (Ephesians 1) Stay strong saints. In the power of His might! He will finish what He started in you. He is faithful to

complete it!

I rebuke the spirit of fear of Your anointed ones Oh Lord. Strengthen your people now and fill them. It is time for that latter rain. We
stand ready to do your will in Jesus name through the power of the Holy Spirit!

Praise you ABBA. We love you. Your strong right arm saves us! You fight for us!

Read Psalm 116 and bless His name right now all you who are His. I love you my brothers and sisters. All who have repented, God

hears you. He forgives you! Are you ready to follow Him? His love changed my life. His love took away my fear. His goodness and

mercy chase me down all my days. I could never have enough breath in my lungs to thank Him for Who He is to me and what He has
done. His Holy Spirit lives in me and when I feel His fire burning within my soul I must proclaim the goodness of my Father.

He is Emmanuel. GOD WITH US.

He is with you, child of God.

GOD WITH US. Bless His Holy name!

If you seek Him now… with all your heart. You will find Him. Pour out your heart before Him. He is a refuge. He is our fortress. He
is a strong tower. The righteous run in and are safe. Wow I love His word. His word stands forever and ever!

FEAR NOT. BELIEVE ONLY. – Yeshua

Mark 11:22 2020/05/01

5. Katie Levensailor

Everyone reading these words… ask the Father for the Holy Spirit in Jesus name. He will speak to you directly! The testimony of Jesus
is the spirit of prophecy. He loves His children. And He wants us to ask. If you ask a father for bread will He give you a stone? (Matthew

7:9) Of course not! Sit in His presence and don’t leave until you hear from Him. He ALWAYS answers those who call on His name and
trust in Him. (Psalm 145:18) Ask for revelation and read His Word (Ephesians 1:17). He is the Truth and He will confirm His promises

to you (John 14:6, Psalm 119:38). He is faithful (1 Corinthians 1:9) He is true. He is a shield to those who take refuge in Him (Proverbs

30:5). He never leaves us or forsakes us (Hebrews 13:5). We serve a God who fights for us (Exodus 14:14). If you are on the Lord’s
side, do not fear but be excited for the latter rain, His power, to be poured out on His anointed (Joel 2). It’s time to reach the lost for

Master Jesus! This is no time to shrink back in fear (Hebrews 10:39).

For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind. (2 Timothy 1:7)

Fear not, for I am with you. Do not be dismayed! For I will strengthen you. I will help you. I will uphold you with My victorious right

hand. (Isaiah 41:10).

Call to Me, and I will answer you. I will show you great and mighty things you do not know.(Jeremiah 33:3)

The Lord WILL answer you (Isaiah 65:24). Wherever you are (John 4:21). He rises to be gracious to you, in fact, He longs to be

(Isaiah 30:18).

Come to Me, all who labor and are carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you rest… my yoke is easy, my burden is light (Matthew
11:28).

For you who fear My name, the sun of righteousness will arise with healing in his wings (Malachi 4:2).
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Look up, saints! (Luke 21:28) Look to your God who saves you! (Isaiah 45:22) He is our deliverer (Psalm 20:7). Anyone who trusts in
Him will not be put to shame! (Roman’s 10:11)

Praise your name Jesus! Praise you. We live for you. We love You! We thank you that we can rest in your promises. You are near to

the brokenhearted (Psalms 34:18). You make our way straight (Proverbs 3:6). You restore our souls (Psalm 23:3). You put your Spirit
in our hearts and He in us causes us to cry “ABBA Father” (Galatians 4:6). Your faithfulness reaches to the heavens (Psalm 36:5). You

shepherd your people, the flock of your pasture (Micah 7:14).

Fear not little flock, it is your Father’s good pleasure to give you the kingdom (Luke 12:32) – Yeshua

I felt the Holy Spirit lead me to write this. Someone reading this needs to know that all you need to do is call on the name of the Lord.

He will save you Romans 10:13). He will strengthen you. His joy is your strength! (Nehemiah 8:10). And you have everything in Christ.

Every access needed to be filled with his joy and power… for His kingdom! (Ephesians 1) Stay strong saints and in the power of His
might! (Ephesians 6:10) He will finish what He started in you. He is faithful to complete it! (Philippians 1:6)

I rebuke the spirit of fear off Your anointed ones, Oh Lord. Strengthen your people now and fill them. It is time for that latter rain. We

stand ready to do your will in Jesus name through the power of the Holy Spirit!

Praise you ABBA. We love you. Your strong right arm saves us! (Psalm 44:3) You fight for us!

Read Psalm 116 and bless His name right now all you who are His. I love you my brothers and sisters. All who have repented, God
hears you. He forgives you! Are you ready to follow Him? His love changed my life. His love took away my fear. His goodness and

mercy chase me down all my days (Psalm 23). I could never have enough breath in my lungs to thank Him for Who He is to me and

what He has done.

He is Immanuel. GOD WITH US. (Matthew 1:23)

He is with you, child of God.

GOD WITH US. Bless His Holy name!

“Remember! I will be with you always, yes, even until the end of time!”

Yeshua, the King of Kings. 2020/05/01

6. Daniel Noah

Alonda Stallings: The Tribulation Message is spot on. The ‘wrath of God’ …can the 5 Wise Virgins be here much longer…2019n-CoV,
has brought no sweeping revival. The public believes that it’s a fluke of nature, that these ‘things’ just happen. 2020/05/05
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The Abomination that Causes Desolation: New York City And The Arch Baal Of
Triumph, And God’s Judgment On Both, And Those Who Follow NYC will Be Judged

Posted on March 18, 2019

In 2016 the three angels from Sodom and Gomorrah visited me. Since 2008 I have received these visitations whether in dreams or

awake. I have been blessed to experience them. Usually when they appear they come during my worship alone time with The Lord, or

in my dreams. I’m always drawn into the supernatural realm where they are them versus ours. They always let me know who they are

in the spirit when they come before a judgment of God is carried out. They appear in dark tan sackcloth cloaks. Their robes beneath are
white. After judgment is carried out they return, wearing black wool cloaks. They carry with them a strong spirit of peace. It knocks you
out.

Late January 2016 I was in the hot spa at the YMCA in downtown Seattle. Around 7 pm I saw across from me a smaller archangel. He

blew a trumpet. Then the three angels of Sodom and Gomorrah appeared. They sat across from me wearing the black cloaks. I thought
this was an unusual place for them to show up, but I knew it was a sense of urgency. They came to warn me about New York City six

weeks before they erected the Syrian Arch Of Baal Triumph Temple entrance.

I, as a Semitic Israelite, I clearly understood what this meant in the spirit realm. It was a clear sign that Satan now has set up a foothold
for Baal worship. In Chronicles 2, Chapter 10 thru 12, we read about King Jeroboam setting up in Dan and Bethel Golden Calves to

Baal for Israel to worship. Dan and Bethel both have a very interesting history. The tribe of Dan lost their inheritance due to serpent

worship. They were blotted from the 144,000 in the book of Revelation because of this sin. Bethel was a holy place because of the altar
Jacob built to God there. King David also received his help there from Bethel.

Barak Obama was our Jeroboam. He did evil in the sight of The Lord. He pulled down the Ten Commandments. He placed false Gods

of worship before the people. He was also the first to support late term abortion of 8 and 9 month old babies. The Baphomet statues
began to pop up in Florida, Oklahoma, and Detroit. Barak Obama chased down the true children of the Most High, all the while bringing

in Muslim terrorists under cover to destroy and do his bidding. To this day, Barak Obama is bringing them in under the cover of night
into the Midwest, men only no women, all Muslim between 14-40 years old. Donald Trump has no idea Barak Obama is full of treason.

Through The Lynden Law meant to shut down and target Christians that opposed him, we were jailed and oppressed if you weren’t a

blind lukewarm in the middle Christian who fell down and worshipped him, the same Christians who support homosexuality and
abortion, both sins are now open practice among God’s people in the church. Barak Obama threw Christmas out of the White House.
He spent the National Christian Day of prayer each year with Muslims. His White House staff had not one Christian - they were all

Muslim or isn’t any God. Barak Obama proclaimed in his 2008 election that we were no longer a Christian nation. Everyone cheered
and clapped. Obama is a Muslim and a homosexual. Michelle Obama is a man, a tranny. God has shown His servants. Some get it,

others don’t. I’ve seen the dreams on YouTube about it.

The goal of the elite was stated in 2016 to place this Arch of Baal Triumph in cities across America, 1000 to be exact. Being 1000 points
of light to these cities, that means Satan. The elite believe Satan to be 1000 points of light. New York City, like Bethel in the Bible, was

a beacon of light and hope, the promises of God coming to pass for Israel. An Arch way for those who were lost, tired, hungry, or
burdened was America’s model of a place of rest. Now The Arch of Baal Triumph is the arch way for Satan’s false light, a resting place

of devils, demons, and the disobedient. It now is like Dan in the bible - a place of serpent worship and a place of sacrifice of the young

in her abortion clinics to Baal New York City.

A portal is what I understood in 2016 from God. The Arch of Baal Triumph is to be a portal to transport Israel’s sins right into America.

Solomon in Ecclesiastes, Chapter 8: “for there is nothing new under the sun.” Baal worship is nothing new going on in America. It has

been hidden behind closed doors. All but the symbols of Baal worship - that’s in the open, hidden in plain sight. The Bull of Wall Street,
Hollywood, The Music Industry, the spirit of Kabala, are alive and well in Hollywood. Baal sacrifice - you can see it at Bohemian Grove

with the Owl, Baal Peor. Our Leaders go to this place to sacrifice and burn offerings to this statue.

Yes, New York City will be the first because of her sins. I had two dreams of a nephilim/alien invasion in 2017 coming to New York
City. They will appear above The Statue of Liberty and destroy her. I saw in both dreams the greys and the reptilian nephilim coming
to attack. Shortly after they get to New York City, she will be destroyed by war and fire tsunamis. All those who follow New York City

in her disgusting practices will receive her beating and her curses on top of the judgments coming from the many sins each state in
America has committed against the true living God.

God has shown me signs of events to happen before the final sentencing falls on anything worthy of God’s justice and his vindication.

Hurricane Sandy in 2012 was that warning sign of events to come, the flooding, the tsunamis, no food or clean water, no government

help, this is what I mean. In Staten Island, New York, during Hurricane Sandy folks saw huge waves coming in like tsunami waves.

The National Weather Service now classifies waves not caused by seismic or earthquake activity a type of tsunami wave because of
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their height. These are caused by winds. You could see terror on the faces of the people as they said it looked like a tsunami coming in
with Hurricane Sandy.

The water from Sandy went into Times Square, flooding the subway station’s train tracks. Then you saw issue’s our government not

being able to help. There was no food, no water, no electricity in a lot of the boroughs. Hurricanes are not common to the NE USA.
Well, our government knows it can’t help everyone, so it built FEMA. Barges will come and dispose of your bodies and your belongings

into the oceans by trickery with the promise of help, shelter, and food. Instead it will be a FEMA Barge 10-15 miles offshore waiting.

Google FEMA Barges.

FEMA trains will be waiting to take you to FEMA Walmarts where guillotines wait. Others of you will be taken to FEMA Prison Camps.

Helpless we came into this world, helpless you shall leave. Now the chains of bondage and yoke have been put on us and there is no

escape, but through repentance through Yahushua, The Christ. There was no food or water after Hurricane Sandy in a lot of areas. I saw
a video on The Weather Channel of people, great and small, digging in huge 20,000 pound trash bins for food from grocery stores who

had to discard a whole store into the trash.

God has released his sword in New York City in March, 2019. It was reported that murders are up by 50% in New York City. We are
full of wickedness. Our thoughts are on consent to evil, so by measure the Lord will give you in weight what you deserve: ‘MENE,

MENE, TEKEL, PEREZ.’ This message isn’t one I like nor love, it’s just what I’m commanded by The Lord. I’m so deeply sorry,
America. I’m just the messenger of God. I’ve cried so many tears for you, but The Lord has asked me not to grieve for you because you

knew and did contrary to the Words of God.

Barak Obama, I believe, has a spirit of anti-christ as spoken about in 1 John, a vessel, a tool but not the actual anti-christ. I believe this
is what God is telling those who are receiving dreams about him. Revelation 12 doesn’t speak about an anti-christ, but calls him the

dragon. He then gives power to the second beast who comes out of the sea. Then the second beast gives power to the third beast which

rose up out of the earth - that’s hell. This beast is the anti-christ. You see, I take the Word supernaturally means it’s all spiritual
supernatural manifestations. Satan isn’t going to let any man rule over his kingdom on earth. It will be as in the days Of Noah, when

Lucifer walked the earth. He will do so again, the other fallen ones as well. The seed of Satan is the Nephilim invasion, the great alien

deception.

Barak Obama is the heart of America. Think hard on this last thought. Barak is Gay, Anti God, Muslim, Pro Late Term Abortion,

Servant of Baal, Spirit of Anti-Christ, and a Mason. He’s married secretly to a Transgendered man. ALL OF IT IS AFTER YOUR OWN
WICKED HEARTS, AMERICA, AND THAT’S WHAT GOD GAVE YOU.

Comment

madelyn

TRUTH!!! There’s never been a time when those who followed God failed to have His freedom. Those who fail to follow God lose that

freedom. Result = a totalitarianism regime, anarchy and or invasion. THAT’S WHERE WE ARE TODAY! AMERICA HAS GONE

INTO CAPTIVITY!!! Believer’s choices are now captivity, the sword, or flee Babylon. Some will leave. Some will hunker down and
be used. Many will die. Blood of Jesus on your doorposts. I take great comfort in I AM the Architect of the Last Days. God’s people

have a distinct advantage. We’re NOT under the plans and purposes of darkness. We’re under God’s plans and purposes. Walk SO

closely with Him you can hear Him whisper strategic instructions and be quickly obedient in all things 24/7. Your very lives and the
lives of those you love depend on it. Chosen, for such a time as this, ALPHA OMEGA DELTA FORCE END TIME WARRIOR

BRIDAL COMPANY…..reporting for duty. 2019/03/21
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Seattle, The City Of Sodom And Gomorrah: Famine, Drought, The Sword, Fires
and Water Shall Plague You, Washington State

Posted on April 1, 2019

August 14th, 2004, I moved to Seattle. I boarded a bus from central Iowa. I thought I was running from God. From the very beginning

I could see His hand on my move to Seattle. The Lord told me like he told Father Abraham, I will bring you to a heathen land and I will

bless you in that place. The Lord kept repeating this though I was trying to block Him out. Everything from the start was a supernatural

manifestation of God’s hand on my life here. Seattle is a very difficult place to be spiritually, as it is very void of Christ. It’s a very
pagan, new age, atheist, agnostic, Darwinism, witchcraft, satanic, technological, sun worshiping crowd

Here it is very, very dark. If you are truly a Christian full of the spirit, full of the light of Christ, it will be very hard as most churches

here, while generous, they lack the truth of the Bible. They are abortion, homosexual - friendly churches. We call them liberal.

Seattle has a high rate of mental illness, suicide, incest, generational witchcraft, depression, and pedophilia. It’s a place where you can
see the hand of the Illuminati. Their symbols on businesses show their influence. They love this city. It is a den for Satan.

Seattle is a very care-free place. It encourages lewdness, debauchery, homosexuality, and paganism, They now have a law stating you

can no longer speak to youth or any gays about the Bible. It is called the “Conversation Therapy Law.” You can now be jailed. This
place is truly Sodom and Gomorrah. Here men that are not women nor dress like women can get into all women’s shelters if they identify

only as transgendered.

Now you will understand what is about to occur. Seattle’s sin has reached to the brim of God’s nostrils. He has told me many times this
place has been a provocation since it was built. They burn incense on their roofs. They worship the sun and false gods. They provoke
My anger. I will remove Seattle from My sight. For 40 years He says it has built up a stench in His nose. He calls these people

sophisticated heathens.

I was told as I came into Seattle that this place will be destroyed by fire. Missiles will rain down from the China/Russia invasion. I had
a dream in 2016 of missiles raining down on Seattle. I saw this dream played out on bronze plates, which is a sign of God’s judgment

on Seattle. But also God will rain down meteors, brimstone, and fire on Seattle

In August 14th, 2004, as I entered Snoqualmie Pass, God took me in to a vision. Suddenly I was violently being shaken and the whole
bus. It was an earthquake. I saw huge chunks of the mountains fall off, blocking the road. I knew that Snoqualmie Pass would be

destroyed. I asked The Lord why. He told me because all the cities that surround Seattle will receive her judgments, because she

influences them to do evil in My sight.

Most people don’t understand that when Sodom and Gomorrah was destroyed, Alimah, Zoar, and Zerobim were all wiped out that same

day. Here are the cities that will be destroyed with Seattle: Redmond, Bellevue, Kirkland, and Issaquah (which is connected to

Snoqualmie Pass). The day I arrived The Lord again spoke to me. He said: “Do you see the mountains?” I said yes, Lord. ”The snow
will vanish completely off them.” I got that this was Seattle’s water supply. I just couldn’t understand why I saw it starting to slowly

occur in 2008, the snow melting.

In 2012 gay marriage became legal, and from that point on the snow has vanished. Now it is 2019. The mountains are dry. The snow
when it falls, is very little on them. Then it melts. The Lord said I will burn them up with fervent heat. I will dry out the wells, streams,

creeks, and mountain’s rivers. There will be no rain - very little will fall. Washington is known for being The Evergreen State. Now
when you fly over Seattle it looks like The Ever Brown State. God has said the fires shall burn her because of her rejection of me. Gay

marriage made legal, the oppression of the poor, idol worship, sun worship, the Illuminati, have made this a den of Satan. I will burn
her up, dry her out, and the smoke from the forest fires will flood the cities with smoke ash like last year 2018. Seattle for two months
was filled with eye burning smoke from fires. 2019 will be the same as last year.

The Lord showed me in 2008 that it would be so hot in Seattle there will be a severe water shortage, a drought, famine, and the housing

so high that people would flee Seattle. The only people that would stay are the super-rich, and the super-wicked. I saw so much housing
that 60% of the buildings were empty. Some buildings only had a few people living in them. I got that they didn’t care; they liked living

alone, being the only ones. I felt how hot it was in the spirit - the heat waves were like being in the desert. We now drink the polluted,
unfresh waters of Lake Washington and Lake Union. The water quality is like drinking dirty water from a river in the Midwest.

I have spoken about being visited by the three Angels from Sodom and Gomorrah in my post on 444prophecynews (The Abomination

That Cause Desolation: The Arch Of Baal Triumph New York City). Since 2008 they have come to me in this place to warn me. Last
October, 2018, one of The Angels came to visit me. He was wearing a black cloak made of wool to let me know that judgments are

being carried out against Seattle. The other two angels were on The East Coast dealing with New York City and the original 13 colonies.

Each one of them has a name: I call them Fire, Sulfur, and Smoke.
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Smoke was the one who visited me in October, 2018, because smoke is what will fill Seattle, Washington State. Smoke was standing in
my next door neighbor’s place because this neighbor tried breaking off into my place and it displeased The Lord. So I was told by the

Angel Smoke I will deal with him just like they dealt with men of Sodom when they tried to break off into Lot’s house to rape the angels
of The Lord

The famine has started. The drought that God foretold of is now here in the State of Washington. The Lord says Washington will burn,

will suffer like her sister, Colorado, and it won’t be very long before Washington legalizes full term abortion. Both share the same sins.

I’ve listed in this blog post the same sins. The Colorado Rockies will blow. So will Mt. Rainier. I had a dream in 2008. An angel took

me up and we flew past Mt. Rainier. There wasn’t much snow on the low peaks, nor Rainier, as we did the whole left side where there
is a huge crater blow off. Only half of the mountain was left. A small piece of the very top became a jagged thin point. Over the past
five years seismic activity has increased.

These people will starve. Their tongues will stick to the roof of their mouths. Luxury will not feed you. Rebellion will not bring rain and

HAARP I will not allow to be used, as the elite want to override My will to save their den for Satan. But I will ruin them and this place
they dedicated to Satan. They can mock, sing, dance their pagan dances, show their filthy sins in the street, kissing, and hand holding

the gays. The lewd festivals with full nudity, sex in the streets, drunkenness, sun worship, the witchcraft, yes, they will be treated like
Sodom and Gomorrah, men dressing like women becoming women universal bathroom’s where straight men, gay men transgenders,

children, and women go to use the toilet - no boundaries, all lines blurred.

Women turning their sons into little girls. This sin is throughout the whole land, not just Seattle. Straight men are turning to unnatural
desires. They are being given over into lust for men here in Seattle. This is why God told the Israelites after the destruction of Sodom
and Gomorrah that there were still sodomites in the land. He told them to remove them because they will lure men into their sin. This is

the plan of the elite and Satan their master - to blur the lines of homosexuality with heterosexuality so no one is clean of this abomination,

but to pollute procreation to destroy the family completely and the innocence of children.

The way gay men and trannies in this city try and trick, push, or seduce heterosexual men, it is commonplace, and rape of straight men

has increased in the nation and Seattle. This is the future of this nation. Homosexuality will become the norm and they will roam in

mobs, harassing Christians, raping straight men just as they did in Sodom and Gomorrah. No city or nation peddling homosexuality

stands before God, and if anyone disagrees, just look at Pompeii, Italy and Herculaneum, both full of sexual sin, not just homosexuality.
Both destroyed the same day by fire, earthquake, ash, and smoke. The Greeks and Romans both practiced homosexuality and pedophilia
and God destroyed both of those dynasties.

THERE WILL BE CITIES AT THIS TIME YOU CAN’T GO INTO BECAUSE THE HOMOSEXUALITY WILL BE SO BAD IT

WILL BE LIKE IN THE DAYS OF LOT. THEY WILL FORCE THEMSELVES ON YOU. NOR CAN YOU GO INTO THEM AT
NIGHT.

The Lord has shown me in a vision the summer of 2008. I was praying. As I prayed a vision opened up. I began to smell rotting fish and

sea water mixed with a smell of fire. I was standing in what used to be a building. It was destroyed and looked burnt up and bombed
out. There was dead sea life inside of it. The Lord said this is Seattle after war and a tsunami have hit her.

Yes, in 2007 The Lord warned me that a tsunami would hit Seattle, the West Coast, through a brother named Mike, his wife, his best

friend, and a prophetess. He met her in Seattle. All had dreams of Seattle being hit by a massive tsunami. The night before, my friend
Tascha had a dream of a tsunami hitting. I found out after I’d gotten back. I told her about Mike and the tsunami. Tascha said I too last
night had a dream of a tsunami. It’s not the first dream Tascha had of a tsunami. She had a dream back in 2012 of a tsunami hitting the

East Coast. Tascha isn’t saved yet, but I’d been ministering and praying for her, taking her to church at that time in 2007.

I myself have seen through some photos I took of the Space Needle in 2008 of the coming tsunami. In those photos I saw the hand of
God ripping back The Space Needle, taking it into Puget Sound. Mike a year earlier had said his wife, his best friend, and the prophetess

he met here said that they all saw The Space Needle being dragged into Puget Sound. I sought God from 2008 till now on the coming
tsunami. I can tell you it is true because of many signs and people God has sent to confirm His Words. The Lord showed me the day it

will happen. It will happen suddenly around 3 pm. It will be very hot and dry. The city will be on edge before it happens. I was told
Seattle will have less than one hour left of her life when the tsunami hits. The waves will be over the highest buildings in downtown

Seattle.

I believe God is using the non-saved to warn Seattle. There is an artist here named Tim Wistrom. He paints eerie apocalypse paintings
of Seattle under water after a tsunami hits. I saw in January 2017 a tattoo on a man’s arm of the destruction of New York City. He was
a pagan. He said he told his friend to put whatever he wanted on his arm as long as it had New York City in it. And his friend, being a

pagan himself, put the Statue of Liberty with a skull behind it, with a huge wave coming in, as spaceships hover above, with nuke clouds
going off on his arm. God is speaking. He was also warning me again about the fall of New York City.
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The Lord also showed me in a dream in 2016 that the Puget Sound would began to push inward up into and under the beach front houses.
I saw Alki Beach. I’ve also seen this recently with Seahurst Beach, South Seattle, where the water is destroying the beach and it is

creeping up on the houses. They sit right on the sandy, rocky cliffs on the ocean. Seattle built an underground State Route 99 tunnel. I
saw this in a dream in 2006 before they built the tunnel. I saw it all - the trains they built, the construction on the waterfront. The tunnel,

God told me, is a death trap. On the day of the tsunami hundreds will die in the SR 99 underground tunnel.

Lastly, the water from Lake Washington and Lake Union can’t be used as a long term solution as a water source because both will

become like Lake Mead. The only way is TO REPENT, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON STATE, OF YOUR SINS AND REBELLION.

GOD WISHES NOT TO GRIEVE MAN OR HURT MAN, BUT TO MAKE YOU TURN FROM YOUR SINS AND SEEK HIM. HE
IS A KIND, LOVING FATHER WHO LOVES US, BUT HE IS ALSO A FATHER WHO WILL DISCIPLINE US TO BRING
CORRECTION. REPENT, AND HE WILL RETURN THE WATER, THE FOOD, AND THE GOODNESS FROM HIS HANDS.

THE SWORD HAS BEEN RELEASED ON YOU, SEATTLE: CHAOS, MURDER, AND VIOLENCE HAS INCREASED.
DEATH’S DOORS HAVE BEEN OPENED. HELL’S MOUTH IS OPENED WIDE TO RECEIVE YOU WITHOUT MERCY,

WITHOUT WARNING.

Comments

1. Shannon Peters

I grew up in Seattle, actually SNOQUALMIE valley to be exact. My whole family lives there and LAST NIGHT I had a dream of

driving in a truck with my dad (he lives about 30 minutes from Snoqualmie and Seattle in Covington). But there were huge rocks coming
down from mountain side onto the road we were driving on…like a “boulders” rockslide….I got chills when I read this….. 2019/04/01

2. ALONDA STALLINGS

PRAISE YAH! PRAY GOD WILL SHOW YOU MORE. SEATTLE NEEDS A LOT OF PRAYERS. JUDGMENT IS HERE. IT

BOTHERS ME. I LIKE IT HERE BUT I KNOW GOD’S WILL MUST BE DONE. 2019/04/01

3. Christina Lunden

Most of this article is unreadable because of no punctuation, run on sentences and spelling errors. I’ll check back to see if corrected. I
am interested in this message! It was just too distracting to continue trying to figure out what was being said. Thank you. 2019/04/02

4. DANIEL

Hi Alonda, my name is Daniel. I live in Covington. My wife and I meet with other people who have visions and dreams and who also

interpret them. We are bible based and do not go to church because the spirit told us it was time to leave. Was wondering if you have a

group and if not if you would like to join ours? 2019/04/03

5. Catherine

Yesterday I saw a video: Seattle is dying! And some hours later I read this word. My question was: Where is the church? Is she

somewhere hidden, trembling, in fear, thinking only for herself, or is she outside preaching, helping, bringing hope? The first is not the
church of Jesus. Wake up and work until the last minute! 2019/04/03

6. Alonda Stallings

So sorry for the delay. AMEN, I DON’T GO EITHER. THE MESSAGE IS WATERED DOWN. I’M TOO INTENSE AND THEY
NEVER RECEIVE ME AT MOST CHURCHES IN SEATTLE. HERE IS MY email: apstallings40@protonmail.com
I’m on Facebook under AP STALLINGS

I’d love to meet up with you. I can get to Kent as it’s nearby. Seattle needs to have this message. I’ve been praying to meet like- minded
folks here. It’s hard to find them in Seattle. Been praying. 2019/04/08

7. Alonda Stallings

I’m not great at grammar. You would not be the first to not be able to read it. there cr periods guess not rite 2019/04/08

8. Alonda Stallings

apstallings40@protonmail.com is my email. 2019/04/08

9. Alonda Stallings
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Funny - before I checked the post, I watched this two days ago. God told me that Seattle would become this way 17 years ago. It’s the
plan of the elite to allow chaos to rule. That’s why the cops are told to do nothing, so that now police martial law will be unacted so they

can take us the to the FEMA camps. 2019/04/08

10. Robert Half

Here’s your message with a lot of editing to make it more readable:

August 14th 2004 I moved to Seattle. I boarded a bus from central Iowa. I thought I was running from God. From the very beginning I
could see his hand on my move to Seattle. The Lord told me like he told Father Abraham I will bring you to a heathen land and I will

bless you in that place. The Lord kept repeating this though I was trying to block him out. Everything from the start was a supernatural

manifestation of God’s hand on my life here.

Seattle is a very difficult place to be spiritually, as it is very void of Christ. It’s a very pagan, new age, atheist, agnostic, Darwinism,

witchcraft, satanic, technological, sun worshiping crowd

Here it is very, very dark. If you are truly a Christian full of the spirit, full of the light of Christ, it will be very hard as most churches
here, while generous, lack the truth of the bible. They are abortion, homosexual friendly churches. We call them liberal.

Seattle has a high rate of mental illness, suicide, incest, generational witchcraft, depression, and pedophilia. It’s a place where you can

see the hand of the Illuminati symbols on businesses their influence. They love this city. It is a den for Satan.

Seattle is a very carefree place. It encourages lewdness, debauchery, homosexuality and paganism. They now have a law stating you
can no longer speak to youth or any gays about the bible. It is called “Conversation Therapy Law.” You can now be jailed. This place
is truly Sodom and Gomorrah. Here men that are not women nor dress like women can get into all women’s shelters if they identify

only as transgendered.

Now you will understand what is about to occur. Seattle’s sin has reached to the brim of God’s nostrils. He has told me many times this
place has been a provocation since it was built. They burn incense on their roof. They worship the sun. False Gods. They provoke my

anger. I will remove Seattle from my sight. 40 years he says it has built up a stench in his nose he calls these people sophisticated

heathens.
I was told as I came into Seattle that this place will be destroyed by fire. Missiles will rain down from the China/Russia invasion. I had

a dream in 2016 of missile’s raining down on Seattle. I saw this dream played out on bronze plates which is a sign of God’s judgment
on Seattle. But also God will rain down meteors and brimstone fire on Seattle

In August 14th, 2004 as I entered Snoqualmie Pass, God took me in to a vision. Suddenly I was violently being shaken and the whole

bus. It was an earthquake. I saw huge chunks of the mountains fall off, blocking the road. I knew that Snoqualmie Pass would be
destroyed. I asked The Lord why. He told me because all the cities that surround Seattle will receive her judgments, because she

influences them to do evil in My sight. 2019/08/11

11. SThiess

I recently had a dream similar to this of a Tsunami hitting Seattle. I was near a shopping district and saw the water as high as the pier
and then I looked up and saw the wave. I was trying so hard to get out of Seattle. I knew I had to make it out by 9:15. I had flown in for

a four hour business trip and had a rental car. There was some sort of sporting (golf?) event going on at the time, so it was crowded. The
wave I saw in slow motion, and I screamed so loud, but behind the wave was Russian looking rooftop spires coming as another threat

like distant Tsunamis. (I didn’t quite understand this part.)

I dreamed of the Mumbai attacks, 911, and other events before they happened also.

The recent Seattle dream greatly grieved me. I’ve never been there and don’t think of it much, so I was very surprised about this dream.

2019/10/04
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California, The Republic Of Satan: Drought And Massive Animal Die Off

Posted on June 1, 2019

Over the past 26 years The Lord has given me dreams and messages in the spirit concerning California and I’m not the only one. For 90

plus years God has been warning us about her coming destruction. William Branham saw the end of California. Joel Brandt in 1937 saw
the earthquake and the sinking of California INTO THE OCEAN. Tom Deckard and David Wilkerson, both in the 1970’s saw California
having massive earthquakes and sinking INTO THE OCEAN. William Seymour, the great pastor who oversaw The Azusa Street

Revival, saw the trouble coming to America and Los Angeles. William Branham saw the corruption coming to the church and a different

kind of gospel being preached.

I was told in 1995 through a dream as a new Christian that in California around Los Angeles and beyond, 7 million would perish in the

massive earthquake. It will devastate Northern California. In 2014 The Lord told me that the San Andreas Fault I didn’t get why. But
what has happened is every day the fault line moves a mile to mile 1/2. In Sept 2015 I was giving a dream of Santa Monica. In the dream

I was with three other Christians, two males and one female. The dream starts

ed with us walking out of under construction condos and higher-end apartments down to a hilly sandy beach. We walked out of them
onto a beach not far from the ocean. We saw folks on Jet Ski’s on the beach close to the water. They were smiling, joking, and playing

in the water carefree as if nothing was wrong.

All four of us began walking towards the people, when all of a sudden from the corner of my left eye, I saw a very small but powerful

tsunami creep up on the people playing in the water on the beach, even the Jet Skis. Before they could scream or notice they were swept

away. I heard screams. I yelled to The Lord: “Why didn’t you tell me this was going to happen?” We all turned to run back into the

under-construction condos and higher-end high rises. I knew we’d be safe. The tsunami crawled towards the buildings fast uphill. It
seemed one man, an older man with us, was running but the wave over took him.

My heart was pounding. I was scared and I was certain it was going to get us. Then the dream ended once we hit those condos and the

higher-end high rises still under construction.

I’d had the sense from The Holy Spirit that those buildings wouldn’t stay safe. They were built too close to the water. Then I woke up

with my heart in my face. In California they love to build homes on cliffs and beaches by the ocean. I just knew it was Santa Monica.
God was showing me how they will defy Him and build right in the danger zone, as if nothing will happen to them. Wherever I was in

Santa Monica, it was wealthy upper scale with lots of shops and buildings along the beach. On a slight hill the water ran up the hill with
ease. You could barely out run it.

A tsunami is coming to Santa Monica as well as all of California, and if you don’t think so, God sent warnings in the mid 1960’s. A

tsunami hit Redwood, California, as well as Alaska after a massive earthquake. It did a lot of damage. After The Japanese tsunami waves
surged from Japan in 5 days hitting Southern California. I saw it on a video. The waves came in at 500 miles an hour, good-sized waves,

destroying a marina. May 3rd, 2019, I received a vision concerning California, Oklahoma, Colorado, and Texas.

The vision: I saw right before my face a severely dry, cracked, parched ground. The ground was so dry you could see down the cracks.
I saw what looked like a cow. It had long hair, short hair, a short horn and a long horn. It just dropped dead. Then, as it did, I saw it

change to a bear, horse, donkey, cow, and buffalo. None of these states have buffalo?? It was a combination of all these animals. What

I understand is a drought so severe is coming that it will kill off all the animals I mentioned. Colorado and her whore sister California
have bears. In the dream I looked up and saw clouds of dust and the sky was pitch black.

If you can’t see how the cows dying off in CA, CO, TX, and OK will affect us then, you have not understood God’s judgments. The

beef industry relies on cows. The leather and anything else that the cow is used for will skyrocket. My understanding is that this all will
hit the large open range animals, the farms and ranches. The bears will start to come out of the mountains and the wilderness to search

for food and water. The buffalo is a range animal, so God is warning of its destruction. This is a plains animal, so it’s wherever it roams.
One or more states in the plains is under God’s judgments. If you not been to the store the lowest quality of beef is going for 5-7 dollars

a pound, some as high as 8 bucks plus a pound here in Seattle. I’ve seen it.

Let me help you understand that a drought means no hay, no grass, no feed, and no lands to graze these larger animals. Now I’m sure
some smaller animals will perish, but some won’t be affected. I can only ask The Lord. He hasn’t spoken fully to me on this; He will if
He wants. The wells will go dry in places such as TX, CA, and OK. The Midwest has had a massive die off of cattle over the past 8

years, due to sudden freezes, lighting strikes, and floods. Now the grain’s washed out by floods in 14 states this year. FAMINE, IT HAS
BEGUN. IT WILL BE LIKE AS IN THE DAYS OF JOSEPH. FOOD WILL BECOME WORTH MORE THAN GOLD. WATER

WILL BE MORE PRECIOUS THAN A DIAMOND.
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The Lord showed me waves jumping very tall, high cliffs in California. Why is this important? The homes, parks, streets, even people,
are near, and cars drive by a lot of cliffs by the ocean. Lots of accidents, death, and destruction will befall CA, Ocean life has been

attacking jellyfish during holidays. Sharks of all kinds surrounding the beaches, massive animal die offs, the red tides, the radioactive
waste from Fukushima fires, windstorms, mudslides, plagues, and illnesses have all increased. The seismic activity has increased. Los

Angeles has a fault line now awake in the middle of downtown. Northern California has begun seeing a lot more quakes in the past few
years.

In Los Angeles during The Azusa Street Revival you could find a church every other block. Now you find porn and Hollywood’s

influence on every other corner. San Francisco, along with New York City’s Fire Island, influenced the rest of America with your gay
community, gay right’s homosexuality. God loves Gays and Lesbians, just not the sins they commit. And for the bewitching of the world
with your filth, California, along with late term abortions, and banning the Bible and jailing Christians, the oppression of the poor and

needy, California, you will be judged and destroyed for your rebellion and rejection of the Most High God.

CALIFORNIA, THE REPUBLIC OF SATAN, IS WHAT YOU ARE. FREE AND LIBERAL, YOU THINK YOU ARE FREE AND
INDEPENDENT OF ME, BUT YOU WILL SUFFER WITH THE REST OF AMERICA. THE LORD’S SWORD IS UPON YOU

AND HE WILL WASH YOU AWAY BY A TSUNAMI, CALIFORNIA, THE REPUBLIC OF SATAN.

SOMETHING BIG IS COMING YOUR WAY, CALIFORNIA. REPENT, REPENT OF YOUR SINS. GOD IS LOVING AND
FORGIVING, BUT SOON IT WILL BE TOO LATE ONCE THE NEXT DISASTER IS COMING.

Comments

1. Greg

I wish we got no more prophesy. I want to see some action now. 2019/06/02

2. Kris

How do I know if God forgives my sins? I feel lately like a sheep that’s been brought back in, ha ha. I see now why these parables are

told the way they are. I feel reigned into something. Where are my people?

Heck, was the name Hurricane Michael just a coincidence? Was the burning of Paradise, California (Paradise in Hebrew is Eden) a
coincidence? I think not. But few would believe it. Even as they witness these things with their own eyes.

The Florida red-tide? Come on.

The Lord’s Day is for real and there is no denying HIS righteous judgement. My culture is very sick and there is so much suffering and

little love. The way we are going, without help, the world would be eaten all up by the money men, whom dominate the world through
Wall St.

Those who speak truth about love are denied, and those who lie spread fear and are accepted. It’s a crazy world we are in! 2019/06/02

3. Tammy

Over this weekend my husband emptied out all the water I had stored over this past year. He crushed every bottle. I’m leaving for my

mom’s tomorrow. I don’t know what else to do. He doesn’t believe me. He believes the big name lying pastors from TV. 2019/06/02

4. A. Stallings

Tammy, pray for him. I will. Do what you must but forgive him because strife brings divorce. Listen to God’s spirit. Pray the Lord
shows him a dream, a word, or someone else will be able to wake him up. 2019/06/08

5. Deb

Why so many apostrophes? They are all over the page. Apostrophes are not supposed to be used to mean plural objects. Just use an s
without an apostrophe if you want to make a noun plural, unless it is one of those nouns that have an unusual plural form, i.e. cow/cattle,

mouse/mice. 2019/08/01

6. Ireland Johansson

At Stanford Medical School they have experimented on live birth aborted baby’s hearts that were cut out. Why isn’t this front page news

around the US and around the world? This came out at the recent trial. Dr. Theresa Deisher testified in San Francisco on behalf of the
two undercover journalists, the Two Witnesses to these abominations - abominations that would not have flown at the height of Nazi

Germany.
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Instead we have the full weight of the national and federal government persecuting the journalists. And giving $600 million per year to
Planned Parenthood. The elites want to stop other journalists from exposing their plans for humanity.

The elites need the fetal tissue for their experiments. The Singularity. Super Soldiers. Cloning. Patents on the Human Genome.

Transhumanism H+.

The iPhones. The bad face surgeries. Think of Catherine Zeta Jones and poor Katy Perry. Look at these women? Why would you get

the surgeries when you know it doesn’t work? This is the beginning of transhumanism, along with the tattoos. California is at the center

of this “research.” The elites want to create a new breed of man without a soul. An eternal being.

As in the Days of Noah …

Tsunamis are coming on both the East and West coasts. These tsunamis will change America and the world forever. Many have dreamed
of them. It’s all over Youtube.com. People from all over the world have had the same dreams. Why? Amos 3:7. 2019/11/21
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The New Madrid Fault Line Destruction

Posted on June 8, 2019

The New Madrid Fault Line - Her Destruction: Three earthquakes will hit her, several inland tsunamis and one caused by the ocean
from a future asteroid sent by The Lord Almighty. My story back in 1994. I was still a new baby Christian. The Lord chose to give me
a series of endtime dreams. At the time I couldn’t understand that this is what he was sharing. Keep in mind I was going to Holy Spirit

filled churches but no one talked about the end of our world end times

This one dream God had sent to me over 24 times from 1994 till 2014 about The New Madrid Fault Line. I didn’t get that was what he
was showing me over and over but in 2014 he revealed it to me while I was speaking to him about The San Andreas Fault Line. I kept

thinking about the movie “The Day After Tomorrow” where it showed Los Angeles ripped in two by a fault line. Something brought
that movie to my mind; then, like a fuse going off in my mind, the dreams I’d had over 24 times about something that hits Iowa and
splits apart central Iowa.

The Good Lord said The New Madrid Fault Line is what you are seeing in the dream you’ve had 24 times about Iowa. “The Day After

Tomorrow” holds many truths about the coming destruction of America. Satan knows and has no issues with mocking God in such a
movie because he knows we are asleep. Most folks don’t believe in God nor do a lot of Christians believe in bible prophecy or end

times.

I will share the dream with you all. It’s a dream that starts always the same but leads into other prophetic things concerning Iowa. The
dream it always starts with me standing in downtown Des Moines, Iowa on the Westside of what used to be downtown next to the Des

Moines River. Looking eastward to where the state capital used to be now in its place as far as Altoona to what used to be the Southside
all the way to Indianola IT WAS ALL GONE - NOTHING BUT WATER. You could see land past the state capital but it was over 6

miles plus away.

Altoona is 30 miles from Des Moines. Indianola is 20 miles away. I was made to understand this by God. In downtown Des Moines you
have the Des Moines River and the Raccoon; both had merged. The Southeast side was gone, most of the Southside, all but a bit of it.

Anything eastward of the main vein roads, Euclid, Grand Ave., Douglas, University, will be gone all the way up to Ames, Iowa.

The ground was pushed up high in some places creating hilly areas of downtown, especially by where the Des Moines and Raccoon
Rivers use to be, but now they were one. This I was made to understand that by earthquakes Iowa sits on a massive aquifer. I understand

this will create the massive open water way that looks like a vast ocean occupying the once South and Southeast side of Des Moines.

Yes, all this was caused by the New Madrid Fault Line and the three earthquakes that hit. One will be triggered by the Great Lakes’

triggering The New Madrid. Now, if you don’t think this can all happen, back in 1812 there was a major earthquake from The New

Madrid Fault Line. It killed around 2000 people and caused The Mississippi to have inland tsunamis that triggered the epicenter of the

Great Lakes causing seismic activity.

Under The Midwest from Minnesota to Texas there are millions of catacomb, stalagmite caverns which create holes that look like Swiss
cheese. This will affect mountain ranges.

The Ozarks are volcanic with seismic activity, meaning a massive earthquake will cause lots of land mass loss. Even the mountains’

huge abysses will open up. Now again, if you don’t think it’s true, look up prophetess Dr. Patricia Green. Back in the 1960’s her husband
was invited by some earth scientist who kept big, huge, take up a whole room maps of The United States geological make-up. Not just

anyone was invited to look.

Dr. Patricia Green’s husband noticed all the catacomb, stalagmite caverns under The Midwest and he saw all the ones under California
on a map that took 3 to 4 people to roll out. The Lord a few years back revealed The New Madrid Fault Line destruction to Patricia,

bringing back that encounter with those maps in the 1960’s in a prophetic warning from The Lord.

The Great Lakes will be affected not once but several times by earthquakes. The Lord made me to understand a few months back a 9.0

earthquake would hit The New Madrid causing inland tsunamis that will flood or wipe out towns along the Mississippi’s banks. The

Mississippi River has strong connections with water ways going up into the Great Lakes, flooding states over a series of three

earthquakes.

One earthquake will come from The Great Lakes. It’s self-triggering The New Madrid. Lake Michigan will dump her waters into

Chicago and a man from years 71-73 on YouTube was given a series of dreams concerning Chicago. He saw The Great Lakes emptying

out into places like The Mississippi, flooding the states Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan. I’ve been made to understand
some of these states will vanish but not all of them. God will decide this.
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Another tsunami will be triggered by an asteroid that hits off Puerto Rico. This will cause The New Madrid Fault Line earthquake. I’ve
been made to understand by The Lord Almighty the 9.0 one will occur if we divide Israel and cities state’s in danger are St. Louis. She

is 2 1/2 hours from the main epicenter of The New Madrid. She will be hit with an 8.5. A tsunami will hit her. She will be gone. PRAY
FOR ST.LOUIS.

I saw an angel pacing back and forth. He looked like he was wearing water, only part of his robe, the rest was white. He was in front of

St. Louis. On the water he seemed agitated, but I gather he does this along all the Mississippi River. The angel looked at me, stopped,

picked up water like a blanket of a bed. It looked like a wave and he threw it at me, but meaning St. Louis. St. Paul, Minnesota will also

be affected. I understood that Tennessee where the New Madrid is located at will create an abyss hundreds of miles long. Down towards
Missouri, Georgia, Alabama, both Louisiana and Texas will be affected, not just by this quake but by the asteroid that will come later.
Iowa will be hit with a 7.0 earthquake.

Kentucky will also be affected. God told prophetess Dr. Patricia Green that man would not be able to build a bridge over the massive

divide. America will split and be flooded. The Angels wait along the fault line to strike it with sledge hammers. God let me see and feel
the tension near The New Madrid Fault Line. I prayed it lessened, but it’s like a pop bottle ready to explode. The loss of life will be

major. If we continue to defy God over Israel we will regret it.

Comments

1. Mike M

Alonda, God Bless you!

The man that you speak of that had the open vision in 1972 of a great Chicago earthquake is Chuck Youngbrandt. He went home to the

Lord in 2018. He was about 77. He had many words, visions, etc…on the coming calamities. It is extensive. Alonda, your word agrees
with the word God gave to Chuck in spirit. The Father is repeating himself, because his words are still the same. We pray for some of

the judgments that may be stopped through repentance. Some judgments cannot be stopped. Here is the link to the full word from Chuck
Youngbrandt given in 2000 at the prophecy club. Someone has worked on this and added some current event material that is very

relevant. Also, God reaffirmed the Chicago judgment to me back on April 1 in the word he gave me. He is speaking to so many of us

on this now, which means we are in unity. � https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J94VPnBjYIE&t=6921s 2019/06/09

2. Sandy

I cannot stop crying, Oh Lord help me…….all of those people and it DOES NOT have to be!~!! Oh MY GOD……….SEND ME OUT

TO WITNESS………please all of you who read this, pray for my health and strength……..I am a 72 female and am weak, and have a
lot of ailments……..Oh GOD, send me! My sister lives in WI 1 hour from Lake Michigan, and won’t listen to me about Jesus….I am

broken, dear Lord……I will go, just send me…. 2019/06/09

3. Tim

This I to Sandy, in particular, but to all who believe:

Pray, pray, and pray again for your Sister, and for all those whose hearts have been hardened and will not hear. Also pray to the Lord

for His mercy, for indeed, it is great.

Then, Sandy, I’m going to give you a couple books of the Old Testament to read – many do not read this today, because they have been

taught by men that it does not apply – wrong, wrong, and wrong. The Old Testament is the BASIS for everything in the New Testament!!

Read the Books of Jonah and Malachi. In each book, the 4th chapter brings up hidden nuggets about the wonderful mercy of God, and
you will only truly understand this with His Divine Spirit.

Remember what Jesus told the Samaritan woman at the well, the Father SEEKS OUT those who worship Him in Spirit and in Truth.

Take care, and put complete faith in the Lord, dear Sandy.

Your friend and brother in Christ,

Tim 2019/06/09

4. Kenneth Heck

Alonda, As I live near Des Moines, your dreams are very alarming. and they look very realistic. I am assuming that your word “qualifier”
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means aquifer, so that all the open water you saw comes from underground, and earthquakes connected to the Mississippi and Great
Lake earthquakes release this water.

People in Des Moines need to hear what you can tell them.

God bless you,

Kenneth Heck 2019/06/11

5. SCJ

This is sad, sad, sad. Father God, don’t let the fear come upon us. Help us to keep the faith in you. In Jesus’ name, Amen. 2019/12/11

6. BabzO'Matic™ (@babzomatic)

I felt the Spirit quicken as I read your post, which leads me believe it is solid. My son’s ex and my grandchild are in Davenport. But I
firmly believe that The Church will be Raptured, along with all the children, before this. I thank you and pray you are Blessed!

2020/06/27
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California, The Republic Of Satan: Drought And Massive Animal Die Off

Posted on June 1, 2019

Over the past 26 years The Lord has given me dreams and messages in the spirit concerning California and I’m not the only one. For 90

plus years God has been warning us about her coming destruction. William Branham saw the end of California. Joel Brandt in 1937 saw
the earthquake and the sinking of California INTO THE OCEAN. Tom Deckard and David Wilkerson, both in the 1970’s saw California
having massive earthquakes and sinking INTO THE OCEAN. William Seymour, the great pastor who oversaw The Azusa Street

Revival, saw the trouble coming to America and Los Angeles. William Branham saw the corruption coming to the church and a different

kind of gospel being preached.

I was told in 1995 through a dream as a new Christian that in California around Los Angeles and beyond, 7 million would perish in the

massive earthquake. It will devastate Northern California. In 2014 The Lord told me that the San Andreas Fault I didn’t get why. But
what has happened is every day the fault line moves a mile to mile 1/2. In Sept 2015 I was giving a dream of Santa Monica. In the dream

I was with three other Christians, two males and one female. The dream starts

ed with us walking out of under construction condos and higher-end apartments down to a hilly sandy beach. We walked out of them
onto a beach not far from the ocean. We saw folks on Jet Ski’s on the beach close to the water. They were smiling, joking, and playing

in the water carefree as if nothing was wrong.

All four of us began walking towards the people, when all of a sudden from the corner of my left eye, I saw a very small but powerful

tsunami creep up on the people playing in the water on the beach, even the Jet Skis. Before they could scream or notice they were swept

away. I heard screams. I yelled to The Lord: “Why didn’t you tell me this was going to happen?” We all turned to run back into the

under-construction condos and higher-end high rises. I knew we’d be safe. The tsunami crawled towards the buildings fast uphill. It
seemed one man, an older man with us, was running but the wave over took him.

My heart was pounding. I was scared and I was certain it was going to get us. Then the dream ended once we hit those condos and the

higher-end high rises still under construction.

I’d had the sense from The Holy Spirit that those buildings wouldn’t stay safe. They were built too close to the water. Then I woke up

with my heart in my face. In California they love to build homes on cliffs and beaches by the ocean. I just knew it was Santa Monica.
God was showing me how they will defy Him and build right in the danger zone, as if nothing will happen to them. Wherever I was in

Santa Monica, it was wealthy upper scale with lots of shops and buildings along the beach. On a slight hill the water ran up the hill with
ease. You could barely out run it.

A tsunami is coming to Santa Monica as well as all of California, and if you don’t think so, God sent warnings in the mid 1960’s. A

tsunami hit Redwood, California, as well as Alaska after a massive earthquake. It did a lot of damage. After The Japanese tsunami waves
surged from Japan in 5 days hitting Southern California. I saw it on a video. The waves came in at 500 miles an hour, good-sized waves,

destroying a marina. May 3rd, 2019, I received a vision concerning California, Oklahoma, Colorado, and Texas.

The vision: I saw right before my face a severely dry, cracked, parched ground. The ground was so dry you could see down the cracks.
I saw what looked like a cow. It had long hair, short hair, a short horn and a long horn. It just dropped dead. Then, as it did, I saw it

change to a bear, horse, donkey, cow, and buffalo. None of these states have buffalo?? It was a combination of all these animals. What

I understand is a drought so severe is coming that it will kill off all the animals I mentioned. Colorado and her whore sister California
have bears. In the dream I looked up and saw clouds of dust and the sky was pitch black.

If you can’t see how the cows dying off in CA, CO, TX, and OK will affect us then, you have not understood God’s judgments. The

beef industry relies on cows. The leather and anything else that the cow is used for will skyrocket. My understanding is that this all will
hit the large open range animals, the farms and ranches. The bears will start to come out of the mountains and the wilderness to search

for food and water. The buffalo is a range animal, so God is warning of its destruction. This is a plains animal, so it’s wherever it roams.
One or more states in the plains is under God’s judgments. If you not been to the store the lowest quality of beef is going for 5-7 dollars

a pound, some as high as 8 bucks plus a pound here in Seattle. I’ve seen it.

Let me help you understand that a drought means no hay, no grass, no feed, and no lands to graze these larger animals. Now I’m sure
some smaller animals will perish, but some won’t be affected. I can only ask The Lord. He hasn’t spoken fully to me on this; He will if
He wants. The wells will go dry in places such as TX, CA, and OK. The Midwest has had a massive die off of cattle over the past 8

years, due to sudden freezes, lighting strikes, and floods. Now the grain’s washed out by floods in 14 states this year. FAMINE, IT HAS
BEGUN. IT WILL BE LIKE AS IN THE DAYS OF JOSEPH. FOOD WILL BECOME WORTH MORE THAN GOLD. WATER

WILL BE MORE PRECIOUS THAN A DIAMOND.
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The Lord showed me waves jumping very tall, high cliffs in California. Why is this important? The homes, parks, streets, even people,
are near, and cars drive by a lot of cliffs by the ocean. Lots of accidents, death, and destruction will befall CA, Ocean life has been

attacking jellyfish during holidays. Sharks of all kinds surrounding the beaches, massive animal die offs, the red tides, the radioactive
waste from Fukushima fires, windstorms, mudslides, plagues, and illnesses have all increased. The seismic activity has increased. Los

Angeles has a fault line now awake in the middle of downtown. Northern California has begun seeing a lot more quakes in the past few
years.

In Los Angeles during The Azusa Street Revival you could find a church every other block. Now you find porn and Hollywood’s

influence on every other corner. San Francisco, along with New York City’s Fire Island, influenced the rest of America with your gay
community, gay right’s homosexuality. God loves Gays and Lesbians, just not the sins they commit. And for the bewitching of the world
with your filth, California, along with late term abortions, and banning the Bible and jailing Christians, the oppression of the poor and

needy, California, you will be judged and destroyed for your rebellion and rejection of the Most High God.

CALIFORNIA, THE REPUBLIC OF SATAN, IS WHAT YOU ARE. FREE AND LIBERAL, YOU THINK YOU ARE FREE AND
INDEPENDENT OF ME, BUT YOU WILL SUFFER WITH THE REST OF AMERICA. THE LORD’S SWORD IS UPON YOU

AND HE WILL WASH YOU AWAY BY A TSUNAMI, CALIFORNIA, THE REPUBLIC OF SATAN.

SOMETHING BIG IS COMING YOUR WAY, CALIFORNIA. REPENT, REPENT OF YOUR SINS. GOD IS LOVING AND
FORGIVING, BUT SOON IT WILL BE TOO LATE ONCE THE NEXT DISASTER IS COMING.

Comments

7. Greg

I wish we got no more prophesy. I want to see some action now. 2019/06/02

8. Kris

How do I know if God forgives my sins? I feel lately like a sheep that’s been brought back in, ha ha. I see now why these parables are

told the way they are. I feel reigned into something. Where are my people?

Heck, was the name Hurricane Michael just a coincidence? Was the burning of Paradise, California (Paradise in Hebrew is Eden) a
coincidence? I think not. But few would believe it. Even as they witness these things with their own eyes.

The Florida red-tide? Come on.

The Lord’s Day is for real and there is no denying HIS righteous judgement. My culture is very sick and there is so much suffering and

little love. The way we are going, without help, the world would be eaten all up by the money men, whom dominate the world through
Wall St.

Those who speak truth about love are denied, and those who lie spread fear and are accepted. It’s a crazy world we are in! 2019/06/02

9. Tammy

Over this weekend my husband emptied out all the water I had stored over this past year. He crushed every bottle. I’m leaving for my

mom’s tomorrow. I don’t know what else to do. He doesn’t believe me. He believes the big name lying pastors from TV. 2019/06/02

10. A. Stallings

Tammy, pray for him. I will. Do what you must but forgive him because strife brings divorce. Listen to God’s spirit. Pray the Lord
shows him a dream, a word, or someone else will be able to wake him up. 2019/06/08

11. Deb

Why so many apostrophes? They are all over the page. Apostrophes are not supposed to be used to mean plural objects. Just use an s
without an apostrophe if you want to make a noun plural, unless it is one of those nouns that have an unusual plural form, i.e. cow/cattle,

mouse/mice. 2019/08/01

12. Ireland Johansson

At Stanford Medical School they have experimented on live birth aborted baby’s hearts that were cut out. Why isn’t this front page news

around the US and around the world? This came out at the recent trial. Dr. Theresa Deisher testified in San Francisco on behalf of the
two undercover journalists, the Two Witnesses to these abominations - abominations that would not have flown at the height of Nazi

Germany.
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Instead we have the full weight of the national and federal government persecuting the journalists. And giving $600 million per year to
Planned Parenthood. The elites want to stop other journalists from exposing their plans for humanity.

The elites need the fetal tissue for their experiments. The Singularity. Super Soldiers. Cloning. Patents on the Human Genome.

Transhumanism H+.

The iPhones. The bad face surgeries. Think of Catherine Zeta Jones and poor Katy Perry. Look at these women? Why would you get

the surgeries when you know it doesn’t work? This is the beginning of transhumanism, along with the tattoos. California is at the center

of this “research.” The elites want to create a new breed of man without a soul. An eternal being.

As in the Days of Noah …

Tsunamis are coming on both the East and West coasts. These tsunamis will change America and the world forever. Many have dreamed
of them. It’s all over Youtube.com. People from all over the world have had the same dreams. Why? Amos 3:7. 2019/11/21
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Tsunamis West Coast - The Reality: 100 Years and Counting

Posted on July 20, 2019

Since 1995, a year after I got saved, The Lord has given me visions, dreams, revelation, and confirmation through scriptures about the

earthquakes and tsunamis that will hit the West Coast and East Coast. I live in Seattle, Washington, the very heart of God’s judgments,
one of many places. Recently, in July 2019, Monroe WA had a 4.6 earthquake in the country. Monroe is 30 miles from Seattle. Over
the past year and a half the Victoria Islands off the coast of Vancouver have been experiencing seismic activity. This has destroyed the

subduction zones which keep places like Seattle and other West Coast States such as Oregon from getting tsunamis. We are on the same

tectonic plates as Canada. Monroe, up through Bellingham, is three hours from Canada. It will all be hit with a tsunami after a massive

earthquake.

Out in Puget Sound they discovered a huge crevice, a crack wide and long out there in the harbor of downtown Seattle that is 1,000 feet
down. My revelation from God was that this will trigger the massive tsunami that will hit Seattle as well as the rest of the West Coast.

Why am I bringing this up? Because one, the Good Lord wants me to, and two, I read on 444prophecynews a blog by a M. Goss called

Earthquakes West Coast USA, about what I just wrote about - the crevice in Puget Sound all along West Coast. M. Goss spoke on
Canada and her connection to Washington, Oregon, Montana, Wyoming, and California.

All of them have either volcanic craters or volcanic mountains that sit on the same fault lines with open crevices and cracks such as

Yellowstone, Mt. Borah, Mt. Rainier, and Mt. Adams, which is 37 miles from Mt. Saint Helens. Her lava flow drained into Mt. Adams
which is now active, full of St. Helens’ lava flow. M. Goss also spoke on the cracks under the ocean floor. Again my spirit had felt

heavy a bit for Oregon. They have been having increased seismic activity out in the ocean the past three years.

During the Japanese tsunami, right off the coast, several miles out, the ocean floor opened up. The water was swirling like a massive
whirlpool, sucking millions of gallons of water in, then hurling it back out at G forces that caused the water to go inland 7 to 10 miles

in some places. Those same waves hit California five hours later at 500 miles an hour. I saw the videos on YouTube. Again, Canada’s

Victoria Islands are being hit with a lot of 6.0 or more earthquakes, a lot lately the past 1½ years. The coast of Washington State has
been getting mini-tsunamis a lot from those earthquakes. I’ve again seen the YouTube videos. They are 10 feet, but they crawl in so

fast. I had a dream of Santa Monica being hit with something similar, but the wave was 25 feet in 2016. I also had a dream three months
before it happened of the Japanese tsunami.

Again, the Japanese earthquake tsunami proves that the crevice not only in Puget Sound can do the same damage, but also the

confirmation of the ocean’s rising due to these cracks, and that God can’t lie. The prophets have been warning us for over 100 years.
William Braham saw the destruction of Los Angeles and the smart car in the 50′s. Joe Brandt from 1937, by far the most powerful 

witness to the West Coast destruction, saw Los Angeles and San Francisco break off into the ocean. Joel Brandt also saw the birds

vanishing. Again, I can bear witness to the vanishing birds here in Seattle. M. Goss, the blog poster 444prophecynews who I spoke of,
mentioned the birds vanishing from California.

William Seymour of the Azusa Street Revival also saw the destruction of Los Angeles. He also was told by God of another gospel being

preached in our time. YouTube also has 100’s of dreams and visions of the West Coast destruction. My friend, Hapi2bee Channel, is
one such channel on YouTube. Her husband saw San Francisco’s destruction. David Wilkerson 40 years ago saw the destruction of the

West Coast’s Los Angeles. God is also waking people in other nations to America’s coming plight. They love America and are praying.
I’ve seen the videos on YouTube and on 444prophecynews.com. Tom Deckard in the 70’s saw California from Los Angeles break off

into the ocean. Last but not least, God showed me in 1995 that the earthquake that hits around Los Angeles and beyond will kill 7 million

in that state along the coast.

In 2007 was the first of many warnings The Lord gave me about Seattle and a tsunami. I had at the time met another believer, Mike,

while taking care of some personal business. Mike was full of the spirit. He came right up and said to me: “Sister I feel I can share with

you what The Lord revealed to me and my wife about Seattle - He wants me to tell you” We talked about The Lord a bit. He was staying
with her and his best friend at The Bread of Life Shelter. He said my wife and best friend both had dreams of the Space Needle being

dragged out to sea by a huge tsunami.

I had a hard time after that. In the back of my head, lol, I was shocked, but Mike then said “I met a woman here a week and 1/2 after
that who was a prophet. She began to speak on his wife and Mike’s best friend’s dreams of the Space Needle being dragged into the
ocean by a tsunami.” Mike told me “I revealed nothing to her. The Holy Spirit told her and this woman too had the same dream, she

said, of the Space Needle being dragged into the ocean by a tsunami.” I believed Mike some, but I prayed and asked God to show me
signs that night.

I went home. My friend Tascha told me after I’d shared with her about Mike. Tascha said I had a dream last night. I was floating down

3rd Avenue in downtown Seattle between Virginia and Lenora St. on an object. The water was as high as the Work source. The trees

and stuff were floating in the water. I felt it was a tsunami.
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After that signs kept coming of the West Coast and Seattle’s destruction. I had God show me in 2008 through some pictures I took on
my cellphone. They were of the Space Needle during a festival. I took two of them. I put them away and didn’t look at them for three

weeks. This is what I saw - and 20 people saw those photos. The Space Needle was crooked. You saw an arm, then at the center of the
neck of the Space Needle you saw a massive hand gripping it. The thumb was that of a huge wave yanking the Space Needle back into

the ocean. I contacted Rick Wiles and John Paul Jackson. Neither replied.

Since 2007 and 2008 God has sent warning after warning about Seattle. One of my friends, Eddy, in 2010 revealed he saw the Space

Needle in a dream under water in Puget Sound. He said God showed him all the way past Tacoma, Ballard, and West Seattle, that Seattle

was under water. Eddy’s wife also had a dream of being in a high rise with her daughter, and a huge wave coming in hitting the building.
They were up pretty high, 20 floors or more. The water missed their floor by a few feet. She said when it hit the building it shook. So
many believers in Seattle are being warned through dreams and visions I’ve met.

Now I understand that when The Lord spoke to me in 2008 about the tsunami that will hit Seattle, it won’t set off the tsunami beacons

in the ocean. It will jump them because of the 1000 foot crevice they discovered a few years ago in Puget Sound. Will it prevent the
warning signal from going off to warn the people??

The scripture given to America is Babylon, with the spirit of Bel or BAAL= Satan in her. America is Sheshak. She will be captured.

The whole world will be seized with shock and fear at America’s destruction. The seas will cover her on all coasts. Her walls of
protection will be infiltrated and destroyed by the enemies God has raised against us. Our false gods’ entertainment industry was run by

the kabbala /bel/BAAL. People will stop coming to see our trashy movies and music. Our media, the Baphomet, the whole world we
seduced with idol worship. The land will be so distorted and tore up that travel will become impossible. No one will want to come.

Jeremiah 51:41-44 New International Version (NIV)

41 “How Sheshak will be captured,

the boast of the whole earth seized!
How desolate Babylon will be

among the nations!

42 The sea will rise over Babylon;

its roaring waves will cover her.

43 Her towns will be desolate,
a dry and desert land,

a land where no one lives,
through which no one travels.

44 will punish Bel in Babylon

and make him spew out what he has swallowed.
The nations will no longer stream to him.

And the wall of Babylon will fall. Jeremiah 51

Verses 41-44

Comments

1. Barb

On 9/11/18 Ms Goss writes, “We will not be invaded, the land will be purified for our sake and for HIS GLORY”

Everything that’s coming is for HIS GLORY, and yes, the land will be purified, but this word about not being invaded, doesn’t sync

with the words from the Lord from many other prophets. 2019/07/21

2. Alonda Stallings

WE all err. Yes she did say that we will not be invaded. I disagreed with Ms Goss, but the rest of her words are true and my words don’t
fall to the ground. She has truth and is hearing from God, just not sure about the invasion part. Some Christians want to wish that part

away, Barb. I don’t. 2019/07/21
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The Eruption Of Mount Rainier

Posted on August 27, 2019

Today is August 11, 2019. I was woken from a dream about Mt. Rainier’s future eruption. This is the second dream in the last 16 years

I’ve lived in Seattle, Washington. Back in 2006 I had a quick brief dream. I’ll share both. The day before this dream I was fishing down
south at Lake Tapp. It’s close to Mt. Rainier. It is very lush and beautiful and my thoughts were maybe God will spare this area from
Mt. Rainier. I let it go other than thinking I could live down here. It was peace country, like my thing. God must have been reading those

thoughts because the following afternoon around 3:15 pm I woke from a dream about Mt. Rainier’s future eruption. It’s very rare The

Lord gives me a quick dream like that after thoughts like that.

The dream: It was a sunny, cool day in North Seattle. I was on Aurora Avenue. You can see Mt. Rainier really good. I was with 40

people, mostly young kids, ages 3-12 years in age. There were adults as well. We were in one group walking and looking around,
enjoying the afternoon. The wind was blowing slightly. I was working with youth it seemed at the time

I believe the Lord’s Word is double-edged. So are His judgements, and the kids may also represent the age range of children left after

Mt. Rainier’s eruption. We were heading north on Aurora. Then I turned off in the distance. Without warning, Mt. Rainier erupted. My
eyes popped out. I yelled with a peace but still scary. I saw a huge grayish cloud to the left. As I looked south I saw the same ash cloud

from my 2006 dream of Mt. Rainier.

Dark, thick gray ash ran down the mountain. I looked up to see if Christ had come or if I was left behind. As I did, chem trails of all

sorts were being traced. I got that the Elite would be increasing this, they were big and small chem trails. My next thoughts were the

nephilim will return shortly after this?? I knew I’d be still living in Seattle when it happened.

I, still screaming, was zoning back on the kids and adults. I said three times we got to pray. We got to get out of here. So I and five

women began to pray. As they did they shook with a false spirit. Their heads shook like kundalini spirit - NOT GOOD. A veil covered

each of them. I sensed they were pagan Christians, but they knew to pray. It was a brief prayer. I’m like we got to find a car. We need a

car. Everyone but 20 or so adults were lol at us, not taking the eruption seriously or prayer though the mountain was in their face blowing
its top off.

Those people split off from us with a large group of kids. My group began to look frantically for something to keep heading as far north.
I knew in my spirit it would be chaos in heading back south, as roads would be blocked or jammed. Nor would you get time to go home

and pack. Lots of people will have to abandon their lives permanently or temporarily.

Straight ahead after looking for five minutes we saw big, clean, white, brand new moving trucks. I knew that there would be keys hidden.

The older kids were a lot of help. One of them found a set of keys, then the dream ended. I understood from God that he would make a

way for his own to escape if we pray and trust Him. Even the pagan Christians can be saved if they too will repent and leave the false
spirit, false doctrine in most churches in and around Seattle, America. Period.

FEMA will come and take people to Google built FEMA boats. That is why Eric Schmidt quickly left Google. He was found out about

the FEMA barges. Ask Sergei Byrne to do your research. YouTube and Google aren’t Christian. Just ask Concordia Bibles what Google
did. They are aren’t Christian anything the removal of 100’s of Christian channels from YouTube.

I myself have been a target online and offline by Google for my Christian channel. I can’t reply to emails nor change my email nor reset

it so I can reply to message notifications. My Christian record label was harassed online and offline by Google. Not to mention, I’ve
been locked out my record label YouTube account since late 2013. They also brought up Tumblr and locked us out. The list goes on in
2012. Pray for justice as we are reporting them finally to the DOJ. We need lawyers.

The second dream: I was standing before what looked like a black cloaked wall. The Lord took his hand and pulled it back for me to
see Mt. Rainier. All of a sudden, I felt and saw an angel. He picked me up by my collar. We began to fly over Mt. Rainier. I was told in
my spirit that the atmosphere around the mountain would be affected by a spike in temperature. Melting would happen. The lower part

of Rainier would be affected first. I’ve noticed in the past three years - it’s now 2019 – that the snow by the crater on the left side, if you
look south, is showing less snow.

This is what I saw in the 2006 dream. The crater was showing more depth. And that there was less snow on Mt. Rainier. As we moved

I saw the Angel’s wings flapping. They were huge. We got super close to Rainier. It was massive cold air thick. Then the mountain on

the left side exploded.

Light gray ash came from the top, then dark gray hot ash down the side, going up 1000’s of feet in the air. The eruption was so massive

it blew the top of the left side by the crater off, leaving a jagged top of the mountain. There was really no top left. I heard the explosion,

felt it and heard it. Rainier shook.
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When I say we were super close, it was like right in the middle of the eruption, close in your face, 3-D close. The dream ended. Over
the past five years small quakes have increased on Rainier. It will erupt VERY SOON WITHOUT WARNING. People will be on the

mountain that day and lost. Rainier Valley around her all the cities, some or all will perish others. God will see his children protected,
or they will go home to him, or awake in hell, taken because of sin.

THE ROMAN CITIES OF HERCULANEUM AND POMPEII COME TO MIND. THE LORD DESTROYED THEM BECAUSE OF

FALSE GODS, SEXUAL SIN, PAGAN WORSHIP, AND THE RICH. BOTH CITIES SAT 20 AND 35 MILES FROM AN ACTIVE

VOLCANO, LIKE SEATTLE AND HER SURROUNDING CITIES. THEY, LIKE HERCULANEUM AND POMPEII, COMMIT

THE SAME SINS.

SO ASH, SMOKE, AND FIRE WILL CONSUME YOU - ALL OF SEATTLE AND HER SURROUNDING CITIES NOT FOUND

WITH A SPIRIT OF CHRIST IN THEM. THE LORD INSTRUCTED ME TO MENTION THEM AS HE SEES SEATTLE AND A
LOT OF HER SURROUNDING CITIES AS HERCULANEUM AND POMPEII.

SEATTLE WILL NOT BE DESTROYED BY MOUNT RAINIER, BUT SHE WILL SUFFER ITS EFFECTS. GOD HAS OTHER

PLANS FOR SEATTLE CONCERNING A SERIES OF JUDGMENTS THAT WILL FALL HARD ON HER. SOME CITIE’S WILL
PERISH. OTHERS WILL NOT. THAT IS UP TO GOD.

Comment

Mack

Thank you for sharing this! I’m in Spokane and I felt the earth quake in Idaho today. I’m so grateful I was able to come across this and

read your dream. Bless you. 2020/03/31
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The Jeremiah Reality

Posted on September 24, 2019

The Lord asked Jeremiah: “What did he see in the spirit?” As His seer, His servant, he asked me this question about America. What’s

in the heart of the people? What God sees, He tells me what’s in his heart> The Most High is sending messages to us, like the split pot
Jeremiah saw before him. I see, as he saw, that the trouble has now spiritually spilt out before our faces in the natural. God told Judah
and Jerusalem that evil shall break out from the north, her enemies shall over take her. That enemy was Babylon.

The same warning I see being spilt out on America. Out of the north Russia shall come. Her allies will come. This trouble has spilt out

onto America, with China and Russia slowly coming in and buying up America’s West Coast. You see it here in Seattle, California,
Oregon, Nevada, and Utah, everything is becoming Asian owned. As you come into Puget Sound, you see a 3-D head sitting on the

shore of America. At the SAM in Myrtle Edward’s Park of an Asian woman. I believe she is Chinese. The Lord is letting us know
through spiritual eyes who owns America - the Asians and the Chinese in part.

China and Russia are our Babylon. We must accept their power over us because we will not accept God’s rule and God’s way, the way

of righteousness. The infiltration has come; it is here. The invasion has begun. You see as in Jeremiah’s time. Judah and Jerusalem owed
Babylon a tribute or a debt. They resisted to pay. America owes China a huge debt. We must pay and accept China’s dominance over

us because of our sin against The Most High God, the rejection of Christ, and the covenant we broke to stay as a nation before God. Just

like Judah and Jerusalem in Jeremiah’s time.

A holy nation full of a royal priesthood before whom there are no other gods is what God told Jeremiah and Judah and Jerusalem, and

that Jeremiah had seen Israel’s sin well. The same with America. Has not God’s prophets seen well the false idols and false god worship

of America? Have they not been told that the same for Israel will be the same judgment before The Lord, if we worship false gods and
idols, America?

What do I see as God’s seer, His servant in New York, is a gateway to Baal worship, the Arch of Triumph from Syria. This is a spiritual

warning from God. We now welcome and receive false God worship. The spirit of Baal now rules this nation. Isaiah 28 says we have
made a covenant with death, an agreement with the grave. You had six years ago in Chicago an image of the Indian God of death, Shiva,
on one of the skyscrapers downtown.

Baal of ancient Israel, gods of India, Asian gods, Islam, and fortune tellers are the false gods taking over America. You have abortion,

a gateway to Baal of full term abortion, set up in New York; Virginia, our first of the original 13 colonies, set it up; Colorado, late term
abortion; California, late term abortion, just like in Jeremiah’s time. Judah and Jerusalem set up child sacrifice to the God Baal. The

state of Colorado is a gateway to the West and East Coast of sin’s hub, Satan’s gate, and God’s spiritual warning to us.

Colorado set up pagan idol worship in The United States Air Force in 2010 for service people in the mountains, a ground to worship
false gods. Full term abortion is legal there. Her Governor is married to a man. I don’t hate gays, but I hate sin before God, I’m an ex-

lesbian. The armed forces belong to God. California, Hollywood is your false idol of worship. All of America’s sins, her self-idol

worship, and her fornication, all come from here.

We think to ourselves we will never sit as a widow, and that we will always sit above all the nations. We think we can win wars without

The Most High God and sit as a Queen. We think we will never see poverty’s cruel hand. We love our sin and our wickedness. We think

that God will never destroy us, that blessings and prosperity will be ours. We think God has chosen us. He loves us here, for we will
continue to be blessed and prosper. That’s what they thought in Jeremiah’s time for Judah and Jerusalem.

The priest of The Lord have gone mad. They bow down to their own false idols in private. They, like bad yeast, spoil the dough. They

are like two baskets of figs. Both seem to have good fruit till you dig and get closer to spiritually inspect them. One of the basket of figs
when you bite into them they taste sour and have worms in the core, rotten, unfit for God’s consumption, let alone man.

The priest ‘strengthens the hands of the wicked.’ They pacify sin and repentance. God’s people sin. We live like the world, then come

to the house of The Lord and say we are delivered and sanctified, giving ourselves as offerings before the Most High. Know that we are
a stench before His holy nostrils, full of sin, unclean, and uncircumcised in the spirit. Ezekiel 8, verses 12-18, talk about idol worship in

the temple, not just the church house, but in our spiritual houses, our spiritual bodies.

Jeremiah 8:8-9 The priests say we are wise; we have the laws of God. The Lord’s reply “DO YOU NOW?” When the lying pen of the

scribes have handled the Word of God falsely, the so-called wise will be put to shame; they will be dismayed and trapped since they
rejected the true word of The Lord.

“The priests mislead My flock, so I have broken my covenant with a lot of them, broken their staff, broken the bond,” says The Lord

God. “I, The Lord God, Creator Of Heaven and Earth, I Am Sovereign and I Will Not Share My Glory With anyone but with My Son
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Yahushua. Not even in Heaven do they disrespect Me with such foolishness. But man, My priests, My flock, do such on earth. They steal
My Glory, and try to be My Glory. I Will Not Tolerate This Any Longer. Enough Is Enough.”

Comments

1. km

Excellent read… 2019/09/25

2. Birdee

Amen! Alonda, Jeremiah 15 is speaking loud and clear too…

Blessings to you sister, and the Anointing be ever brilliant and effective in and through you in Jesus name, Amen! 2019/09/25
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False Gods: The New Normal

Posted on September 24, 2019

Nimrod, the Cushite, created the Tower of Babel. We have seen this same tower symbol throughout history - the pyramids of Egypt, the

Aztecs, the Incas. Now we this same symbol on the back of our one dollar bill being used by the Masons/Illuminati. The Lord says
“There is nothing new under the sun.” This was the revelation He gave Solomon. Man and Satan have this in common they both want
to rise above the heavens and be God.

We as humans want a God or want be Gods, just not the Heavenly Father who created us to worship Him only, to want to have a

relationship with Him. This is a part of our souls, our spiritual make up. We are creatures of habit. We need Gods. So what do we do??
We imagine, we create them in our image - false gods/false idols. Even a self-proclamation of “I’m a God” is still a need for a God. It’s

called Idol Worship. We worship in glory another human being. Admiration and awe is false idol/false god worship.

America, you say: “We don’t need God and we don’t need Yahushua.” Yet everywhere you look there are false gods and false idols that
you serve and worship every day that take you way from the one true living Christ. If there is no Yahushua, the Christ, no God, no Hell,

then why all the need for false gods or to be a self-proclaimed god ??

I live in Seattle, WA. This is the land of pagan gods/idol worship. God has allowed me to see clearly in the natural realm. This place is
a sister city in witchcraft to New Orleans. She has many of these types of pagan cities of false gods/idol worship in America. People
accept the openness of these abominations before God. They will often have pagan festivals such as the Summer Solstice, Mardi Gras,

Burning Man, The Rainbow Gathering, Coachella, just to name a few in this nation.

The Lord told me we are sophisticated heathens. We think we are so advanced with our technology, but it too is creating a type of false
god worship. But in God’s mind, we are still primitive with our idol worship/false god worship. Our wisdom is fool’s foolishness to

Him, because we are far from him. Nothing about rebellion is different, nor the need to be Gods, to mock God, or to take God out the

picture. Modern technology are nothing new. Don’t think so?? Atlantis, it was destroyed. Babylon, it was destroyed. Egypt, it was

destroyed. The Romans, they were destroyed. The list goes on. YOU, AMERICA, ARE NEXT. IT WILL BE WORSE FOR YOU
THAN THEM, BECAUSE THEY WERE PAGAN AND YOU WERE MINE, THE APPLE OF MY EYE.

The false god in the Bible, Dagon, you, America, are this to Me, says The Most High. How, you ask?? Dagon was the false god of the
Philistines and the Amorites. You, America, set these false gods on your altars before God The Father. What is holy, what belongs to

Him? THIS NATION. The House of The Lord has been taken captive, like America, by the spirit of Dagon setting up false gods/false
idols next to what is holy and of God. You stand this trash next to God and put this filth before THE ONE TRUE LIVING GOD.

So The Lord decrees this to you; “Like every city from Ashdod to Gaza, I will affect your nation’s cities and your towns with the very

curses that fell on the Philistines and the Amorites when they stole My Ark, and then set it before the god Dagon. I will punish your
pagan ways, your festivals, and I will punish your pagan gods. You destroy My people, My house called by My name with such rubbish

and such disrespect, America.”

“I will,” says The Lord God, “cut the heads of your false gods off. They will tumble to the ground. I will sever their hands and dismember
their bodies like Dagon. I am a jealous God. I do not share My Glory and My Space with your false gods and idols. I, Adonai, the God

who gave you, America, your wealth, I, the God of Abraham, who formed you, LOL. You broke My laws and My covenants I made

from the Mayflower to the Founding Fathers’ Covenant I made with them in Manhattan where 9/11 happened. You broke Our
agreements, America.” (IT HAS BEEN FOUR YEARS AFTER THE SHIMITA. ANOTHER 9/11 SHAKING IS COMING. SOON

THE LAST MAJOR WARNING WILL COME AROUND THE NEXT SHIMITA, I BELIEVE).

THE VERY PLACES THAT WERE THE BEGINNING ROOTS OF OUR FIRST NATION’S CAPITALS, MANHATTAN,
PHILADELPHIA, HARRISBURG, AND WASHINGTON D.C WILL BE HIT OR JUDGED. GOD HAS JUDGED US

RIGHTEOUSLY. IT GRIEVES HIM, BUT WE MUST REPENT AND RETURN. CHINA AND RUSSIA ARE IN THE SHADOWS
OF OUR NATION, WAITING TO LAUNCH PANIC/TERROR ATTACKS ON THIS NATION.

Comments

1. sophie

Something I don’t understand here: You put this line in this word and here it is:

I am a jealous God Me Share My Glory My Space with your False God’s and Idol’s.” Me Adoni the God who gave you America your
wealth I the God of Abraham who formed you LOL.
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Why would you put LOL……….Holy Spirit does not speak this way. I get words from him for a long time now and never once has
He put that in anything.

I am not trying to bash you but are you sure you heard Him correctly?

Please explain so I may understand.
Out of love I ask 2019/09/25

2. LATOYA BELL

Psalm 2:4, Psalm 37:13 speaks about the Lord laughs. Who says he can’t have a sense of humor? Why do ppl put our Lord in a box?

2019/09/25

3. ivan dimitrov

ME TOO…SOMETHING STRANGE TO ME , I SEE THERE…. 2019/09/25

4. Alonda Stallings

SOPHIE,

I’VE BEEN SAVED 30 YEARS AND KNOW MY WORD OF GOD AND PSALMS 37. IT SAYS GOD LOL AT HIS ENEMIES
BECAUSE HE KNOWS THEIR TIME IS SHORT.

YES, GOD IS CANDID IN JEREMIAH ABOUT HIS DISPLEASURE WITH SIN AND MIXING HIS TRUTH WITH FALSE GODS.

HE REMOVED SATAN BECAUSE HE IS A JEALOUS GOD AND IN EXODUS HE SENT FIRE AMOUNG THE ISRAELITES
FOR FALSE IDOL WORSHIP.

HE TELLS US IN THE 10 COMMANDMENTS YOU SHALL HAVE NO GOD BEFORE YOUR LORD GOD. SO YES, GOD DOES

THINK AND SPEAK THIS WAY. YOU SHOULD BE MORE IN PRAYER AND LET THE HOLY SPIRIT LEAD YOU IN THE
WORD BEFORE YOU CURSE THE LORD’S SERVANT. GOD SPEAKS FROM HIS WORD, NOT HIS PEOPLE. FIRST HIS

WORD. YOU FIND A LOT OF FAULT IN OTHER BEIEVERS, BUT YOU DON’T DO WHAT GOD CALLS YOU TO DO NOW,

DO YOU. 2019/09/25

5. Welle

still even me somethings wrongs with this words . FATHER’S REAL NAME IS ELOHIM ADONAI YHWH; AND JESUS’ REAL

NAME IS YESHUA EMMANUEL HA’MASHIACH FROM NAZARETH AMEN. BUT Jahovah IS FROM THE DESERT FALLS
NAME GIVEN. I READ KJV. IN THERE HIS NAME IS EMMANUEL AND JEWISH IS IMMANUEL . THIS IS THE LORD”S
NAME .

Isaiah 7:14 King James Version (KJV)

14 Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sign; Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel.
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah+7%3A14%2CMatthew+1%3A18-25%2CLuke+1%3A26-33&version=KJV

2019/10/30
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Underwater: The Florida Judgment And Seattle Judgment - Part 1

Posted on September 24, 2019

FLORIDA: THE JUDGMENT AND WHY

Greetings! I’d like to share a dream The Lord gave me back in late 2017 about Florida and Seattle. Both dreams were in one. Florida’s

time of major judgment has begun. She will not repent of her many sins against The Most High, such as her rejection of the Gospel in
the 1950’s and late 1940’s. Florida passed laws to oppress Christians. One case involved the healing preachers Jack Coe, A. A. Allen,

and a few others. They were put on trial for the claim they were charlatans, tricking people. So many people came to that trial to discredit
the naysayers that the case was dropped.

Fast forward to now. Florida is again in God’s face. In 2012 they began to pass out satanic books on how to worship Satan, and how to

become involved in witchcraft to school age children as young as five. They even pushed for a Baphomet statue to be put up next to
where the Ten Commandments once were. Then the oppression of the black voters, her lewd nude and sex beaches, and spring break to

encourage sin.

The Lord says to Florida the party is over. Judgments and calamities will now be your pastime. Your hard times will have no festive
celebration. Your music, your parties, your pagan festivals, your drinking and lewdness will come to a halt. All around you is your
grave, your death, and your pleasure of joy - the ocean and her waves that you so much enjoy and love to promote to the tourist.

Your bodies will float in the Atlantic, the Caribbean, and the Gulf of Mexico, and not from fun, but in death, for your rebellion against
God. Your boats and your coastline will be no more. The sharks have increased around your shores during your holidays and festivals.
The jellyfish sting your children. The alligators and the pythons will eat them, even your family pets.

The Everglades will dry in places, coughing the creatures out of their homes into yours. TERROR, FEAR, AND CHAOS WILL

SURROUND YOU AND OVERTAKE YOU LIKE THE FLOODS OF THE FUTURE TSUNAMI. LAKE OKEECHOBEE WATERS
will spew out like a toxic waste dump to poison your drinking water. To poison you, oh, but your hearts, your lives, are already full of

the poison of sin and wickedness.

Yes, Florida is a paradise. I, The Great I AM, have made it so. I, The Lord Creator of heaven and earth, I gave it, and I will take it away.
I, The Lord High God, AM NOT SLACK ON MY WORDS, AS MAN COUNTS SLACKNESS. I WILL TURN NATURE ON YOU.

I WILL REMOVE YOUR WICKEDNESS AND YOUR MOCKING WAYS FROM MY SIGHT. MY NOSTRILS CAN TAKE NO
MORE OF YOUR LEWD STENCH. SO, I WILL SPIT YOU UP AND OUT, AND SCATTER YOU WITH A TSUNAMI.

PLEASE READ future posts PART 2 and PART 3: THE DREAMS OF FLORIDA AND SEATTLE. I WILL POST THEM ALL

TOGETHER

Comments

1. Scarlett

Thank you Alonda, and God bless you for posting these prophecies. I pray that people will listen, repent and act accordingly, as the Lord
has directed us all. 2020/01/28

2. H. Lee Dye

Thoughts on how we can turn people’s hearts back to God and shut down satan’s influence in all areas? 2020/01/28
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Underwater: The Florida Judgment And Seattle Judgment - Part 2

Posted on January 28, 2020

THE FLORIDA DREAM

I want to note before I start my 2017 Florida dream, that in 2011 I had a waking vision standing early afternoon in early August in a

hallway at my best friend’s house. I was on a beach in Florida when out of nowhere a big huge wave hundreds of feet high came at me.
All I could hear was lots of women and children, families, and men scream in terror. They had no time to react.

I knew that this wave would affect a lot of people in the Caribbean and the East Coast, but I got that a lot of people will be at beaches

or near beaches. I could hear screams from all over the Atlantic Ocean, the Caribbean and even the Gulf will be affected. The screams
were horrible. I WANT TO STRESS THAT THE CARIBBEAN WILL BE THE MOST AFFECTED BECAUSE OF ALL THE

ISLANDS. SOME WILL DISAPPEAR. AND FLORIDA WILL BE 50% LESS OF HERSELF. THE LORD WANTS ME TO STRESS
THAT POINT. I SENSED THIS IN THE VISION.

MY 2017 DREAM

My eyes opened in the warning dream. I was standing on what looked like a beach. It was turning dusk. It seemed like summer. I knew

it was warm. No sound could be heard. There were no animals and no birds. This to me was strange, as it is Florida. It teams with wild

life. The next thing that came to my attention: the beach was eroded badly. The shore seemed pushed in towards land. I stood on grass.

On a white beach no more than 10-15 feet to my right were several wooden docks; the poles left from other docks that once stood.

I believe God was showing that the ocean will increase in its erosion of the shorelines in Florida, pushing forward inland. The birds are

gone right before an earthquake or coming destruction; with a rapid change in climate environment they disappear. Then the scene
changed to the present.

I was now standing at the ships’ terminal. I was standing facing the ocean, looking at a glass elevator. It was pretty big. The elevator

took you to the cruise ship. I was irritated almost as if I was someone else. I kept pressing the button for 5-10 minutes. It was slow,
almost like a delay. I knew the ship was coming. I saw it heading into port.

I was pacing, thinking “this stupid elevator.” Now I know it was the Holy Spirit trying to stop me. Finally, the cruise ship came. It was

a Carnival Cruise Line. It was an older one from like the 90’s, but nice. I got in the elevator. It took me to the 4th floor. I walked down
this long corridor made of glass, then I got on the boat. It went to the top deck - then the dream changed.

My back was turned away from the ocean a minute to look at the Florida coastline. There was partying on the boat, people full of cheer.

There were people surfing, and standing on the beacon on the beach. It wasn’t too sunny of a day.

I turned back to the party on the boat. I saw a tanker. Then a huge tidal wave hundreds of feet high was building. It swept the tanker.
Then with speed it hit the cruise ship with such force I felt its impact. My thoughts were like, Oh no! I knew no one was going to survive

on the ship. I saw the dumb, blank expressions on folk’s faces. I could hear the screams as we were slammed and rolled over and over.

I could feel pain myself, drowning underwater. The dream ended.

I got that God would be dealing with his own not to get on the cruise ship. Carnival rules the Atlantic Ocean. Do I believe this event

will happen with a cruise ship? I do believe this is going to happen soon. Right now there has been earthquake activity off the coast of

Puerto Rico?? But I believe this one connected to my Florida dream has something to do with an asteroid hitting right off Puerto Rico.

Puerto Rico must stop her idol worship of the Santa Maria gods. It is spreading. Voodoo is spreading and witchcraft. The people have
turned from God and instead worship the spirits of their ancestors. They dance, chant, and have festivals in honor of these false gods.

Everyone has a false idol in their house - some kind of superstition mixing of Hoodoo with the Bible. San Juan is the worst. It’s the
African spirit of Voodoo – witchcraft, dark arts, and black magic.

THEY DANCE IN THE STREET PARADES CARRYING ANCIENT DEMON GODS ON POLES AND FLOATS, PROUD OF

THIS SIN BEFORE GOD. THE DAY OF SAN JUAN’S DESTRUCTION: DANCING, PARTYING IN THE STREETS, AND
LEWDNESS BEFORE I STRIKE WITH EARTHQUAKE AND WATER AS MY FINAL JUDGMENT WILL BE GOING ON.

Release of infections and plagues in San Juan; the women and the Voodoo high priests dance in the street with snakes around the neck.

Men in a demonic trance from strange potions from the local witch doctor; the Catholic traditions are now mocked and marked for Satan

as the priests are full of evil and a wicked eye. The priests wear red and black robes, leading people to hell with idol worship. They hail
the Pope in pact with Satan.

Yes, The Lord’s terror will visit you. The portal has been opened. Ancient demons full of wrath and power will lurk and roam to possess

the weak, the lost, and the unsaved because of your wickedness before the Most High God. Human sacrifice does it not stop people of
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sin of the devil. God has an issue with you, Puerto Rico. Water will cleanse the sin from my sight, says God. My servants Augusto Perez
and Ephraim Rodriguez both had warning dreams and visions of Puerto Rico. An asteroid will hit no one but the government. Listen

TO THEM.

God says when they call the spirits, they have opened a portal from hell. The dark skies, the clouds, are gathering more and more over
places which do such evil. There are legions of demons in those dark clouds. San Juan will be hit. She is evil before the Most High God.

The Holy Spirit showed me the African slaves in the port of San Juan giving prayers and drink offerings to African and Voodoo gods,

and casting spells. No repentance has been done. Much evil came off those boats to the New World.

The Spanish were Catholic. They took African women as wives and concubines. They also mingled with the African religion, mixing it

with Catholicism. God made me to understand that it was the type of Africans; they took an ancient village to San Juan. The demons

were very, very powerful and the people connected with the witchcraft very differently than other African witchcraft. Pray for all the
Caribbean because of witchcraft. God is judging NOW.

NO ONE HAS MADE REPENTANCE AND SUPPLICATION FOR RICO’S PAST SINS.

PLEASE READ PART 1 UNDERWATER THE FLORIDA SEATTLE TSUNAMI PART 3 IS ABOUT SEATTLE TSUNAMI.

Comments

1. H. Lee Dye

Sad situation, interesting how the witchcraft from Africa and marrying wives intermingling has caused so much evil. 2020/01/28

2. Rapture Angel

Efrain Rodriguez 2020/01/29
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Underwater: The Florida Judgment And Seattle Judgment - Part 3

Posted on January 28, 2020

You may be wondering why three parts to this? And what’s Seattle got to do with Florida? because after the end of Part 2 (PLEASE

READ PARTS 1 and 2 UNDERWATER FLORIDA JUDGMENT AND SEATTLE JUDGMENT) Then you can read Part 3 and
understand. I believe Seattle will be hit with several warnings before her final judgment.

After the Carnival Cruise ship was destroyed by a tsunami wave heading toward Florida, the dream ended. The scene changed. The next

thing I was on the West Coast in downtown Seattle on the waterfront, staring at Puget Sound. The day was super gray, drizzly, and

showers, hazy. My surroundings were all this gray. The streets, the city - it was all a dark depressing gray.

I was with eight other people. Out of nowhere a huge tidal wave came roaring in towards Seattle. It built up real quick. The look of
horror (I could both see and feel my heart) was in my face. I yelled: “everybody run!” We began to run uphill. The wave came in strong.

It was heading up Seattle’s steep hills. All eight of us headed into a building to the rooftop. That was in The University District?? But
it’s in the middle of downtown.

I felt like the water would come that high. In some places we were safe. I got a sense that if you could make it to the 3rd or 4th floor

you’d be fine.

Again, the scenario of the same dream replayed again. I’m standing on the water front in downtown Seattle looking out at Puget Sound.
All the scenery was the same dark depressing gray; same type of day - drizzly, cloudy, and rainy. Again, with the same eight people.

When the wave hit, the same feelings, the same look on my face of horror. We all ran back up the hill to the building. The Lord will
often repeat or rerun a dream to help me understand! This is of Him, too. It will happen three times to warn you it’s coming.

This isn’t the first dream about Seattle’s judgment of tsunamis. God has been warning me in dreams since 2007 and through other

Christians here. I was shown the Seattle Space Needle through pictures. I took two of them. You could see a hand wrap around the

middle of the Space Needle, yanking it back. The thumb was in the shape of a tidal wave. This was 2008.

This was nine months after I was warned by a brother whose friend and wife saw the Space Needle being yanked back into the ocean in
2007. I had to pray for a lot of confirmation after I met that brother who told me this, and many dreams and visions from many people

God has sent.

I believe that God is showing us the season this will occur. The Florida dream was nice – warmer, sunny and clear, and Seattle was
drizzly, hazy, cloudy fog. I believe it is winter. I got that both coasts will be hit right at the same time within the same season. I had

three dreams in the same dream. Three is a number of God.

Seattle is very demonic and in her sins she is Sodom. The Lord has told me witchcraft, bestiality, incest, the pagan festivals, and the
coldness towards those with less wealth have made her full of pride like Sodom. They force trick straight men into homosexual acts, not

all gays, but those God knows who are set aside for Satan that will not repent. I saw it with my eyes when I was gay and after God
changed me. They jail you here if you talk about Christ with anyone gay or trans. WELL, I SPEAK MY MIND. I AIN’T SCARED.

This city is an Illuminati stronghold. The symbols are everywhere here, and Satan’s agents don’t hide it. So many Buddhist temples

everywhere. Most of all, they love to abort babies and sacrifice burnt offerings on their rooftops to pagan gods. They worship nature,

the Sun. I have seen these abominations, dancing naked in festivals, honoring demon gods, provoking The Lord to anger. He says this
city has been a provocation before His face since it was built with her drunkenness, the spirit of strong drink in her since her creation,

so I will remove her from my sight

Comments

1.
Sister Alonda, I have a young loved one living in Portland. I’ve been praying she gets out of there because I don’t have a good
feeling about her being there at all. I can’t help but feel that Portland is evil and on God’s judgement list also. 2020/01/28

2. Steve

Around 1999, I saw 3 back to back dreams of Seattle destroyed in a nuclear strike before being awakened. I left that evil place 9 years
ago when God opened a door for me to leave after 50 years and I bolted for the exit.

Mt Rainier is going to kill many people when it comes down. That will obviously be before the nuclear strike or it wouldn’t kill anyone.

2020/01/29

3. Steve
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Scarlett,

I asked the Lord a few months ago, “will Portland be destroyed?” He said “Yes.” “Salem?” “Partially.” “Eugene?” “Yes.” “Grants
Pass?” “Steve! What difference does it make? Every city in America is going to be destroyed!” 2020/01/29

4. rick

When I first saw Efrain Rodriguez’s prophecies of the Puerto Rico asteroid coming, I spent many hours researching all their Words on

this event, & took that warning very seriously! I’ve been printing & handing out his main warning ever since, on my own, taking it to

the back alleys & parking lots, & leaving copies in laundry mats & public places. I don’t think people have a clue as to how big an event
this will be? When Efrain’s 5 mile wide rock strikes at 2 AM in the morning in Puerto Rico, it sets in place a chain reaction of events

that is staggering, barely touched on in this post. But notice there was a clue to this when she began to notice that it was winter in both
places, Florida & Seattle, when these things happen? When Efrain’s asteroid hits in Puerto Rico, it hits so hard that it causes an off-scale

12+ quake in the central states, New Madrid fault, Mississippi River area that literally empties the Great Lakes into the Gulf of Mexico!
While all of that is happening toward the east coast, those quakes are so powerful that it was forecast they would cause MEGA quakes

all of the way out to the west coast where that event would knock over the San Francisco Golden Gate Bridge! Now if all of that is
happening in CA, the resulting Pacific Ocean quakes & tsunamis are only a few minutes away from Seattle! It appears to me she is

seeing all the same judgment event!? The answer the Lord gave Steve makes more sense, that in time, they will all be destroyed, one

way or another. And the Lord told Efrain that his asteroid was intended for the purpose of waking up the church. It seems, in order to
do that in good effective timing, it must also happen VERY SOON? rick 2020/01/30

5. rick

When I first saw Efrain Rodriguez’s prophecies of the Puerto Rico asteroid coming, I spent many hours researching all their Words on

this event, & took that warning very seriously! I’ve been printing & handing out his main warning ever since, on my own, taking it to
the back alleys & parking lots, & leaving copies in laundry mats & public places. I don’t think people have a clue as to how big an event

this will be? When Efrain’s 5 mile wide rock strikes at 2 AM in the morning in Puerto Rico, it sets in place a chain reaction of events
that is staggering, barely touched on in this post. But notice there was a clue to this when she began to notice that it was winter in both
places, Florida & Seattle, when these things happen? When Efrain’s asteroid hits in Puerto Rico, it hits so hard that it causes an off-scale

12+ quake in the central states, New Madrid fault, Mississippi River area that literally empties the Great Lakes into the Gulf of Mexico!

While all of that is happening toward the east coast, those quakes are so powerful that it was forecast they would cause MEGA quakes

all of the way out to the west coast where that event would knock over the San Francisco Golden Gate Bridge! Now if all of that is
happening in CA, the resulting Pacific Ocean quakes & tsunamis are only a few minutes away from Seattle! It appears to me she is
seeing all the same judgment event!? The answer the Lord gave Steve makes more sense, that in time, they will all be destroyed, one

way or another. And the Lord told Efrain that his asteroid was intended for the purpose of waking up the church. It seems, in order to
do that in good effective timing, it must also happen VERY SOON? rick 2020/01/30

6. Brian

I recall a large number of Watchers who have said that the Lord in his Mighty Indignation is going to strike the Pacific North-West with

a magnitude 9.2 Earthquake, to cause among other things, the Space Needle to succumb to Liquefaction, an most of Seattle will be under
water as that city, like San Francisco was made from a land fill. If the people who survive do NOT repent and ask the Lord for

forgiveness, as well as most of the US, the Lord will follow that up with a Magnitude 12.5 Earthquake all along the San Andreas and
other fault lines that everything from Baja California all the way up to Alaska will just slide into the Pacific. If it had not already
happened, both NYC and Washington DC will be flooded and burned, it will ALL be desolate. More sooner than later, Trump will be

removed and his Trump Towers will come down in flames, as well as any skyscraper, the Freedom Tower (Ha!) The “Statue of Liberty”
which is really a statue of Semiramis, the Pagan Goddess The better part of the North East will be destroyed! Washington DC will make

Sodom & Gomorrah look like a leisurely cookout. NOTHING will be left of DC! Just piles of ash that were the Capitol, the Monument,
all of it an ashen flatland.

Remember: The Lord said that Mystery Babylon (USA) would be completely destroyed in 1 hour! The Lord does NOT Joke! Then
America (Definition- Feathered Serpent) will be invaded by the Chinese, Russians, as well as Demons, using weapons that most humans
cannot even conceive of!

Whomever reads this, Repent NOW! As of this moment, the Lord will forgive, but know that the time is getting shorter & Shorter: Only
those who’s complete trust is in Jesus have a chance of surviving. Woe to those who are left behind! They will bear witness to creatures
and acts of torture and bloodletting of a scale that would make a billy goat sick!

Pray and do NOT stop, even if your knees get bloody If you are not with the Lord, then you are against Him. Active Homosexuals and

those who get chipped, your fate is eternity in a lake of fire!
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As for those homosexuals: Stop doing what you are doing, as long as you turn from this abomination and haven’t been chipped, the
Lord WILL forgive you! Shalom! 2020/01/30


